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Abstract
A ship in motion generates a complex wave field consisting
of several superimposed wave systems. The relevance of the
wave systems’ components varies, depending on individual
ship and waterway parameters. This review work is specifically concerned with the long-period, primary wave system,
generated by large-volume ships travelling through confined
waterways. This wave system may exert intensive wave and
current loading on the banks, affecting local morphology, engineering structures and ecology.
The ship-induced loading has recently become more relevant, since ship sizes increase and traffic intensifies, leading to higher and more frequent loads. Especially in nonhomogeneous waterways, like estuaries and natural or renaturalized rivers, shallow-water wave deformation processes
affect the far field loading induced by ships. Thus, methods
to predict these loads need to account for site-specific effects
regarding wave generation and propagation.
This review paper compiles, analyzes, and assesses the findings of previous research quantifying the relevance of primary
waves for the surrounding waterways and shows interconnections to the questions studied within naval hydrodynamics
for confined waterways. Commonly applied methods for wave
prediction are reviewed, highlighting their relevance and limitations. Finally, a concept for coupled numerical model development is suggested, based on the success of different modelling approaches presented previously.
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Introduction

In the last decades, the fleet of marine and inland vessels
travelling waterways has significantly evolved. An increasing
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amount of goods is transported on international sea routes, driven by the developments in a globalized economy.
As a result of cost optimization, larger ships are employed, increasing the transport capacity per ship. The
average capacity of container ships almost quadrupled between 1990 and 2016, while the average capacity of
newly built container ships increased by a factor of six in the same period (Haralambides, 2017). The maximum
capacity of the currently largest ship, the HMM Algeciras, is 24,000 Twenty-foot equivalent Unit (TEU) (Marine
Insight, 2021). These ships often need to travel through confined waterways, limited either in lateral extent
(navigable width) or water depth, to access sea or estuarine ports. It is well known that in confined waterways
the hydrodynamic processes induced by a ship result in a bilateral influence between the ship and the waterway.
The dynamic behaviour of ships in confined waterways has been studied intensively under the aspect of safe
and efficient navigation. In many confined waterways, ship-generated waves and associated currents have been
reported to exert significant loads on the environment, i.e. embankments, pluvial plains, mudflats, and cut-off
meanders, to just name a few of the relevant coastal, estuarine, and riverine water body features. The wave field
generated by a ship is known to be complex and comprises different components of varying relevance, dependent
on ship speed and dimensions, as well as the waterway bathymetry. Case studies highlight the varying relevance
of the respective wave components depending on the local traffic and naturally occurring loads at specific sites.
Literature reporting on damage induced by ship waves and case studies will be further analyzed within this
article.
Large ships, as used for commercial purposes nowadays, generate primary waves of significant magnitude
when travelling through confined waterways. While smaller vessels also generate primary wave systems, they
are generally less impactful, and the authors have deliberately limit themselves to the effects of larger vessels.
These waves, characterized by their long period, exhibit different load parameters on the water bodies’ perimeter
than other ship-generated wave systems. Even though the physical phenomenon has been known for a long
time, the need to further quantify waves generated by ships and their effects is a consequence of their increasing
size. Throughout the last decades, various researchers specifically report on damaging influences of primary ship
waves in different locations around the world and suggest different strategies to predict them. The literature we
identified originates from various disciplines, as the examination of the complex and multi-faceted processes is of
interest to researchers from a range of scientific fields, comprising naval architecture, applied maths, river ecology,
as well as river, estuarine and coastal engineering. This work hence seeks to highlight the interconnections
between the various research questions posed, present the methods used in different scientific disciplines and
to promote further interdisciplinary cooperation in addressing them. In addition, long-standing, previously
unpublished research results from the Elbe river, are introduced, focusing on damaged groins in the light of
primary ship waves.
Several review papers, looking into ship-generated waves and their impacts, have been published in the past.
Soomere (2007) presents a comprehensive review of all ship-generated wave components, further elaborating on
nonlinear components, precursor solitons and their impact. The environmental impact of the range of ship waves
is well documented and investigated for various marine species. Two review papers (Gabel et al., 2017; Byrnes
and Dunn, 2020) elaborate on the main contributions of research on the general impact of shipping traffic on
various environmental aspects. Gabel et al. (2017) present an overview of the different impacts ship-generated
waves may have on different species. The authors stress the interrelation of different ecologically damaging
aspects. Cascades of ecologic processes may be initialized that were often not fully understood at the time of
publication. A newer review of the general impact of navigation on the environment has recently been published
by Byrnes and Dunn (2020). The authors emphasize the variety of shipping related environmental concerns,
comprising pollution, emission and physical disturbances, but only dedicate a small part of their work to the shipgenerated wave systems. Du et al. (2020) provide an extensive literature review, focusing on ship hydrodynamics
in confined waterways. The main aspects elaborated on are the increased resistance and the modification of
the secondary wave systems, as ships enter confined waterways. The advances of computational modelling
of ship hydrodynamics on the basis of Navier-Stokes equations independent of waterway characteristics are
presented by Stern et al. (2013). The authors focus on high-fidelity tools detailing hydrodynamic processes in
close proximity to the ship and the underlying numerical methods. For the effect of propeller or thruster jets
causing scour due to ship maneuvering in harbours, the reader is referred to the respective review works (Lam
et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2020).
This review paper differs from existing literature in that it specifically addresses long-period, primary waves
and highlights its relevance compared to other ship-generated wave systems. Available information on loads
induced on engineering structures, morphological processes of waterways, as well as specific flora and fauna
are reviewed. These effects are inspected in parallel, as the governing causalities are related. Initially, the
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increasing size of sea-going ships and associated reports on intensifying ship-induced loads were the motivation
for this literature review. However, the similarities of the hydrodynamic processes of ship-waterway interaction
within inland waterways allow a certain transfer of knowledge to the coastal and estuarine context. At the
same time, the authors are of the opinion that the derived conclusions can –to a large extent– be applied to
inland waterways with complex bathymetries, as established within the framework of river restoration measures.
Consequently, all types of confined waterways are within the focus of this review work. The specific objectives
of this literature review are threefold: (i) to review the effects of primary waves on the waterway perimeter; (ii)
to review methods for predicting characteristics of ship-generated primary waves and their effects; and (iii) to
identify future challenges caused by commercial traffic on confined waterways.
The remainder of this review work is structured as follows. Section 2 firstly provides an introduction to
the different wave systems of the ship wave field and presents earlier work looking into the impact of wave
components other than primary waves. This section is intended to set a common framework and provide an
understanding of the relevant processes on which then the relevant effects are analyzed. Subsequently, Section 3
focuses on the damage induced by primary waves, based on existing literature and new findings from the Elbe
estuary. Methods commonly applied to determine primary ship waves are reviewed in Section 4. An outlook,
discussing potential future challenges and the required research to address those, is given in Section 5. Finally
the main conclusions are outlined in Section 6.

2

Components of ship wave systems

Different characteristic components of the ship wave field are reported in the literature. The relative magnitude of different ship wave systems are dependent on the ship size and speed, as well as the dimensions
of the surrounding waterway. Long-period waves of remarkable magnitude are induced by large displacement
ships progressing through confined waterways or smaller ships operating at high speeds in shallow water. Shortperiod secondary waves are generated by all types of ships. Each of the components may become critical from a
design perspective, dependent on the naturally occurring loads at each site, the ship fleet navigating within the
respective waterway, and traffic intensity. In the following, the ship wave systems will be introduced covering
all wave components, thereby providing the necessary background information for Sections 3 – 5.

2.1

Primary wave system

A ship navigating through water causes variations in pressure and velocity of the surrounding fluid. As the
ship progresses, the water volume displaced at the front is subsequently refilled towards the aft, causing a
current alongside the ship, opposing the direction of the ships movement. The pressure is reduced alongside
the ship, as the total energy remains constant due to Bernoulli’s principle. At the free surface, this results in
a lateral water level reduction. In contrast, stagnation points of the velocity field around a ship in motion at
its bow and stern cause a local pressure increase and water level elevations at the respective points. From a
stationary observer’s perspective, the water level at the ship hull therefore exhibits a bow wave, a long trough
alongside the ship, and a stern wave (see Figure 1) (Bhowmik et al., 1981; Oebius, 2000).
v, Fh
Stern wave

Bow wave
Still water level
Drawdown

Ship-length

Figure 1: Sketch of the primary wave system parallel to the ship’s main axis, where v denotes the ship’s
forward speed. The blue line indicates the still water level. The black line indicates the ship-induced free
surface displacement (redrawn after CIRIA (2007)).
The above described lateral pressure reduction and the associated water level variations are qualitatively
independent of the navigated waterway. However, lateral boundaries and a limited depth intensify the current
velocity alongside the ship, due to the reduction of flow area (Bhowmik et al., 1981). This confinement effect
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causes higher magnitudes of water level depressions, such that the impact on the surroundings is only of interest
in confined waterways (Bertram, 2002). According to Du et al. (2020), the confinement effect progressively
increases depending on the ship and waterway dimensions: A lateral confinement starts to have an effect if the
ratio of waterway to ship beam width is about 50-200, but only shows a significant impact when this relation
exceeds a threshold of 10-15. Restricted depth exhibits an effect starting from a water depth of 15 times the
ship draft and becomes increasingly important for a depth corresponding to 3-4 times the ship draft (Du et al.,
2020). Even lower water depths starting at a draft to depth ratio of 1.5 - 2, are referred to as shallow water
conditions. These are most intensely studied, as ship hydrodynamic parameters prove very sensitive within
these waterways (Briggs, 2006; Briggs et al., 2010).
The water level variation caused by the flow field around the ship is called the primary wave system. Commonly, the term drawdown is used to describe the lateral water level depression in reference to the still water
level (Taylor et al., 2007) (see Figure 1). The energy input from the bow and stern wave decays with distance to
the ship, forming the secondary wave system (Bhowmik et al., 1981) (see Section 2.3). Due to the physical origins of the lateral water level reduction, the alternative terms depression wake (Scarpa et al., 2019), depression
wave (Bellafiore et al., 2018), Bernoulli-wake (Rapaglia et al., 2011), wave-wash (Kucera-Hirzinger et al., 2009),
wake-wash (Jiang et al., 2002), hull displacement waves (Ravens and Thomas, 2008), or drawdown wave (Taylor
et al., 2007) are nowadays in use. Maynord (2004) and Houser (2011) use the term surge to describe the wave
height measured from the initial depression to the stern wave. This component of the primary wave system is
of particular interest as wave transformation processes, presented in Section 2.2, are reported to intensify the
impact on the surroundings, as will be highlighted in Section 3. The current, opposing the ship’s motion trajectory and refilling the displaced water volume, is termed return flow (BAW, 2010) or return current (CIRIA,
2007). In addition, a slope supply flow is following the ship, refilling the longside drawdown from astern (BAW,
2010). The currents induced by the primary wave system are depicted in Figure 2.

b)

a)

Embankment-slope
Embankment
Slope supply flow
Return flow
Ship center axis

Propeller jet

Drawdown

Water-depth

Figure 2: Schematic of the ship wave induced currents in a trapezoidal channel. a) top view and
b) cross-section. The area highlighted in red indicates the drawdown (redrawn after Oebius (2000)).
The length of the drawdown wave corresponds to the length of the ship (Gharbi et al., 2010). Based on the
physical nature of the wave and confirmed by field measurements (e.g. Bhowmik et al. (1981)), it is evident that
the ship speed and the ship’s cross-section in relation to the waterway cross-section are determining factors for
the resulting wave heights. This has been taken into account in empirical equations, more thoroughly reviewed
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in Section 4. The water level drawdown and associated currents are critical, regarding erosion or biotic impact,
as will be discussed in Section 3.

2.2

Deformation processes of the primary ship wave system

Ship-induced drawdown is assumed to decay with distance to the ship, resulting in largest magnitudes directly
at the ship position while decreasing in distance to its source (Bhowmik et al., 1981; BAW, 2016). The distance
in between the ship’s sailing line and the gauge recording the progressing wave is, therefore, considered an
important factor governing the impact on the waterway, which has been verified by field measurements by e.g.
Matheja and Schweter (2007); Davis et al. (2009); Parnell et al. (2015). Since design-relevant primary ship
waves are generated by large vessels, their wave-length is particularly long. Therefore the interaction with the
waterway’s bathymetry is significant as it is also governed by frictional losses and is equally affected by shallow
water wave transformations. As a consequence, several authors report on deformation processes, including
higher resulting wave heights in shallow water, as drawdown waves propagate away from the ship. The findings
suggest a more complex relation of wave impact dependent on distance to the ship. The well-known shallow
water wave transformations, shoaling, refraction and diffraction, and wave breaking are particularly relevant,
and the complexity of the ship’s wave dynamics is aggravated by non-uniform bathymetry.
The Venice lagoon has been extensively studied, as the mudflats surrounding the navigation channel used to
access the port of Marghera, allow a pronounced development of deformation processes over a large distance.
Field measurements in the lagoon revealed that ship-generated drawdown waves are symmetric on the boundaries
of the navigation channel, but progressively deform during their propagation over the adjacent mudflats (Parnell
et al., 2015). The authors report that the front slope of the drawdown wave becomes less steep during its
propagation away from the ship, while the rear slope rapidly gains in steepness, eventually even exhibiting
shock like features or breaking and formation of bore-type waves (e.g. see also (von Häfen et al., 2019)). These
deformation process of the ship-induced wave are found to be accurately predicted by nonlinear theory, used to
model the wave propagation (Parnell et al., 2015).
This is in agreement with the findings of Rapaglia et al. (2011), who observe the same characteristic shape
for the propagating waves in the Venice lagoon. Flow velocities and associated sediment suspension is found to
be largest in the vicinity of the rear slope, indicating the practical relevance of the deformation processes with
regard to an accurate description of loads induced by primary waves.
Another study reporting on the characteristic deformation of ship-generated drawdown waves is given by
de Jong et al. (2013). The authors describe the steep rear slope of the drawdown entering a shallow groin field,
resulting in increased wave height and a partly breaking crest forming a bore. A video recording of the process
allows a detailed analysis. Further field evidence of primary waves deforming into bore-type waves is recorded
in a very shallow tidal Creek in Galveston Bay (Ravens and Thomas, 2008). These drawdown waves, generated
in the adjacent waterway, were breaking, travelling upstream into the creek. In the bay, a drawdown could
be measured prior to entering the creek; however, inside the creek no noticeable drawdown could be recorded,
suggesting that the broken rear slope induced the sediment transport at the site.

2.3

Secondary wave system

The work addressing secondary ship waves, the visually most striking wave component in the overall ship
wave field, was first observed and dates back to the end of the 19th century. Lord Kelvin was the first to
document his studies of waves generated by a moving object in deep water (Thomson, 1887). The secondary
wave system of a point source itself is composed of two types of waves, as depicted in Figure 3, namely a): (1)
transversal waves move in the direction of the progressing source, (2) divergent waves move outwards away from
the source. Both types of waves meet at the so called cusp-line. Its location in relation to the source can be
described by a cusp locus angle (Thomson, 1887). In deep water, the cusp locus angle is independent of ship
speed, forming the so called Kelvin angle with a constant magnitude of 19.47◦ (BAW, 2010). The significance
of Kelvin’s contributions is reflected within common alternative names for the ship’s secondary wave systems,
Kelvin wake (Soomere, 2007) or Kelvin wave system (Soomere, 2007).
The independently generated bow and stern wave systems (see Section 2.1) interact with each other during
their progression within the waterway, adding to the complexity of the ship wave field of real ships (Du et al.,
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2020). In addition to that, other geometrical variations on the hull might cause independent wave systems but
can generally be neglected for the ship geometries in operation (Bhowmik et al., 1981).
Kelvin’s pioneering theory was extended to shallow water regions by Havelock (1908) as the author found
that wave-bottom interactions affect the cusp locus angle, dependent on the ship speed and water depth. In his
honor, the alternative name Havelock angle -for the cusp locus angle in shallow or intermediate water-depthhas been introduced in the research community. Havelock further introduced a valuable dimensionless number
to describe ship wave related phenomena. The depth Froude-number
Fh for shallow water indicates the ratio
√
of the ship speed to the shallow water wave celerity c = gh:
Fh =

V
V
=√ ,
c
gh

(1)

where V is the ship speed, g is the gravitational acceleration, and h is the water depth. Ship speeds smaller
than the wave celerity are referred to as subcritical (Fh < 1), whereas larger ship speeds (Fh > 1) are supercritical, and velocities of unity (Fh = 1) are considered critical. In realistic conditions however, such a clear
distinction of the speed regime is not possible, resulting in a corridor of transcritical speeds in the range of
0.84 < Fh < 1.15 (Soomere, 2007) (see Figure 3 b)).
Assuming linear wave theory, propagation in an inviscid fluid without surface tension, and a constant water
depth allows the definition of a qualitative concept to describe the steady state wave pattern and an estimate
of relevant magnitudes of the surface elevation (Soomere, 2007; David et al., 2017). Shallow water effects only
become relevant starting from a wave length corresponding to twice the water depth. Considering characteristic
lengths for both transverse and divergent waves, this results in a threshold for the transition from deep to
shallow water conditions of about 0.55 to 0.7 for the depth Froude-number (Soomere, 2007). In shallow water,
the Havelock angle continuously widens when passing this limit until reaching the critical speed. A maximal
Havelock angle of 90◦ takes shape at a depth Froude-number of unity, e.g. Fh = 1, (Sorensen, 1997). In this
case, both secondary wave components concord (Pethiyagoda et al., 2018). For supercritical ship speeds, the
Havelock angle is decreasing with increasing Froude-numbers. The dependence of the Havelock angle on the
relative ship speed according to Havelock (1908)’s theory is depicted in Figure 3 b).
b)

a)
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Figure 3: a) Secondary wave systems of a subcritical ship in shallow water (redrawn after Du et al. (2020))
b) Havelock angle dependent on the depth Froude-number (redrawn after Havelock (1908)).
The exact calculation of wave amplitudes and periods as they evolve through time and space, accounting also
for nonlinear effects, requires sophisticated, often time-consuming analytical or numerical approaches (see e.g.
(Lee and Lee, 2019; Pethiyagoda et al., 2018)). Some general characteristics of the relevant wave parameters
of the secondary wave system can be introduced nonetheless. As the transverse wave crests widen up with
increasing distance to the source, the wave amplitude is reduced. Highest waves can be expected along the cuspline, since both secondary wave components superimpose each other there. The secondary wave periods depend
on the ship speed. In deep water, the relation between wave period and ship speed is linearly proportional, by a
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factor of 0.52 (Soomere, 2007). In shallow water, the wave period is still increasing with increasing ship speed;
however, no proportionality can be observed (Soomere, 2007).
Examples of studies looking into the damaging effect of ship-generated secondary waves focus either on
relatively small ships travelling in sheltered waterways, characterized by absence of significant natural loads e.g
(B. Bauer et al., 2002; Maynord, 2005; Parchure et al., 2007; Macfarlane et al., 2014; Bilkovic et al., 2019; Styles
and Hartman, 2019; Shuster et al., 2020) or offshore structures where ships pass by closely (Dong et al., 2009).
Reflections of secondary waves from the lateral boundaries are further known to complicate the wave field (Ji
et al., 2012).

2.4

Solitonic precursor waves of ships operating near the critical regime

In addition to the drawdown and secondary waves described in Sections 2.1 and 2.3, precursor solitons can
also become relevant. These periodically propagating components of the ship wave system originate from
nonlinear wave components of the bow wave of ships navigating near the critical speed. Additional low energy
components can develop within the cusp-lines as a result from nonlinear Bragg scattering of short and breaking
waves, but their practical relevance is limited (Soomere, 2007). On the contrary, precursor solitons propagating
ahead, generated by fast ships, are reported to induce characteristic loads in sheltered environments, inducing
shoreline erosion (Kelpšaite et al., 2009).
The first description of a solitonic wave by Russell (1845), based on a ship progressing through a narrow
channel pulled by horses, dates back to the beginning of the 19th century. Its generation can be explained by
the balance of nonlinear and dispersive effects in the bow wave. Initially, the dispersive effect is small, so that
the bow wave travels with the ship speed. Due to the ship’s energy input, energy accumulates, leading to an
increase in wave height. For a sufficiently large wave height, the dispersion results in a wave speed larger than
the ship speed. The wave then starts to propagate away from the ship, conserving its mass, and therefore best
being described by the solitary wave theory. After the detachment of the bow wave, this cycle starts over again,
leading to a cyclic generation of such solitonic waves (Wu, 1987). For high ship speeds, breaking of the precursor
soliton is documented, resulting in its propagation in form of a bore. A threshold for the depth Froude-number
between 1.1 and 1.2 is identified as critical for breaking of solitonic precursor waves (Gourlay and Cook, 2004).
Even though well studied and described by analytical solutions (see e.g. Ertekin et al. (1986); Chen and
Sharma (1995)), a growing interest for the quantification of solitonic precursors for design purposes emerged
with an increasing number of high speed ships, such as fast ferries. Wave generation can be observed for
ships operating at small velocities, but their magnitude only becomes decisive for ships operating near the
critical speed (Soomere, 2007). Ship size in relation to the surrounding waterway is also governing the resulting
wave height (Soomere, 2007). Transport ships, associated with relatively low speeds, are not reported to
cause solitonic precursors. As an example, in the Venice lagoon, field measurements show that container ships
operating in the region are not known to have generated any significant solitary waves (Parnell et al., 2015).
Due to their long period and the associated high energy fluxes, solitonic precursors are qualitatively different from naturally occurring wind waves (Soomere, 2005). A number of publications look in detail into the
determination of solitonic ship waves and their effect on the waterway navigated e.g (Erm and Soomere, 2004;
Torsvik and Soomere, 2008; Didenkulova et al., 2011; Wang and Cheng, 2021), and references therein. Primary
waves and solitonic precursors are both characterized by their long period. However, their physical generation
mechanisms are different and they arise under different operational and sailing conditions. Terms describing the
wave components differ among previous publications. Some authors use the term wake to describe the entire
ship wave systems (Soomere, 2007). Others use the term ship wake only for the secondary wave system, while
precursor solitons and ship-generated drawdown waves are summarized under the term wash (Jiang et al., 2002;
Garel et al., 2008).

2.5

Ship hydrodynamics in confined waters

The hydrodynamic processes induced when a ship progresses through a confined waterway do not only affect
the surrounding waterway (e.g. bottom and embankments) but also change the loads acting on the ship, in turn
affecting its maneuverability. Considering that the effects are originating from the same modification of the
flow pattern within the medium surrounding the ship as the primary wave, advances from this line of research
may inform further predictions of ship-induced loads. Therefore they are introduced in further detail.
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Resulting from the water level depression, or rather the decrease in pressure alongside the ship, a vessel in
motion is lowered in its position in relation to its position at rest at subcritical speed (Constantine, 1960).
Comparable to the primary wave system, a ship in motion is always vertically displaced through the modified
pressure distribution, but magnitudes only become relevant when lateral or depth confinement effects intensify
the ship-induced currents (Millward, 1996). The reduction of underkeel clearance is called squat. It is composed
of the contributors sinkage and the trim. Sinkage describes the vertical displacement of the entire ship, while
trim refers to the angle setting in caused by an uneven change in position of bow and stern (Gourlay, 2011).
Presumably, the magnitude of the squat equates to the drawdown directly adjacent to the ship (Bhowmik et al.,
1981; Almström and Larson, 2020). The accurate prediction of squat is of great concern to waterways and
estuarine traffic management, as otherwise serious incidents such as grounding might occur. For an overview of
such past incidents see (Barrass and Derrett, 2013). In response to the trend of increasingly large ships entering
sea ports, the question of an exact quantification of ship squat has recently become more urgent (Gourlay et al.,
2015).
In case of critical or supercritical operation conditions, the ship is lifted above the still water level and a high
constant trim angle is reached (Millward, 1996). To reach a supercritical condition the required power is high,
so that usually only recreational boats, ferries, or small commercial ships operate in the supercritical regime.
Ships are designed with respect to their resistance when progressing through water, given that this largely
affects the fuel consumption. Fuel costs contribute to 50 % – 60 % of the total shipping costs (Mallidis et al.,
2018). In contrast to other costs, like crew wages and harbour fees, these costs are sensitive to ship design.
Consequently, resistance has been intensively studied, aiming at optimal hull design but also resulting in a variety
of observations connected to wave prediction. The resistance can be decomposed in the physical components
viscous resistance and wavemaking resistance (Bertram, 2002). Various parameters contribute to the overall
resistance, hull shape and speed being among the most prominent influences. Even though the share of each
component on the overall resistance can not be measured directly, the separation into different types of resistance
allows the development of conceptual descriptions of the components (Bertram, 2002; Dogrul et al., 2020).
Wavemaking resistance is of interest in both confined and deep water situations alike, since all wave components contribute to it. Wavemaking resistance itself can not be measured directly, resulting in experiments in
towing tanks often used for an empirical quantification (Wilson et al., 1978; Moctar et al., 2012). Numerical
models employed to predict wake making resistance commonly asses the quality of water surface prediction
around the ship as part of model validation (Lv et al., 2013).
The viscous resistance encompasses resistance connected to local turbulence induced by the modification of
the flow pattern surrounding the ship, as well as friction alongside the wetted portion of the ship hull due to the
formation of a boundary layer. The accelerated flow due to the confinement effect as described in Section 2.1
induces additional friction alongside the hull (Linde et al., 2017). Therefore, the effect of a limited depth and the
lateral confinement is highly relevant for the determination of the overall resistance with regard to the return
current (Du et al., 2020). Barrass and Derrett (2013) quantify the effect of entering a confined waterway with
a speed reduction of up to 75 % at constant power. The hull form of ships is of major importance to quantify
ship-related parameters such as the combined resistance (Liu et al., 2011; Chi and Huang, 2016). In contrast,
available literature indicates that far field properties of the ship-generated waves can be predicted by simple
approximations of the hull shape (Macdonald, 2003; Almström et al., 2021).
The modified pressure and velocity field around a ship in motion causes an effect on other ships, either moored
or in operation. Confinement effects are known to intensify the forces acting on other ships (Kriebel, 2007).
Experimental studies comprising a towed ship passing by a moored one were performed by Kriebel (2007). The
data set encompasses varying water depths, ship speeds, and passing distances in between the ships. It was
confirmed that decreasing distance in between ships, increasingly shallow water, and increasing ship speed all
contributed to significantly higher forces acting upon the moored ship. Maximal surge force (in direction of
the ship centerline) and yaw moment occur when the passing ship’s longitudinal center is at the position of
the moored ship’s bow and stern. The maximal sway force occur when the ships are alongside each other.
At this position, the Bernoulli effect induces a force pulling the moored ship towards the passing one (Flory,
2002). Field measurements from the Elbe river, quantifying water level elevations resulting from ships passing a
river parallel harbour, show the significance of these findings for practical applications (Matheja and Schweter,
2007). It is shown that large displacement ships induce highest wave components compared to smaller ships
and, therefore, need to be considered critical for the mooring design. Further literature on the interaction forces
of ships operating in confined waterways can for example be found in (Vantorre et al., 2002; Fenical et al., 2007;
Zou and Larsson, 2013b; Flory and Fenical, 2014; Denehy et al., 2016; Pawar et al., 2019).
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Figure 4: The drawdown is reproduced at a sloped
embankment within an experimental test facility
(Source: German Federal Waterways Engineering
and Research Institute).

Figure 5: The secondary wave field of a container-ship
deformed in vicinity to a sand bank due to
shallow-water processes (Source: German Federal
Waterways Engineering and Research Institute).

An additional force acting upon the ship can similarly arise when a ship passes nearby a lateral obstacle
or navigates close to the waterway banks. The cause for this effect is analogous to the squat. The pressure
in the area between the ship and the obstacle is decreased, due to an acceleration of the flow velocity. This
pressure drop leads to a force sucking the ship’s stern towards the bank (so-called bank effect), which can cause
a moment turning the bow towards the waterway centerline (Lataire et al., 2009; Zou and Larsson, 2013a).

2.6

Section summary and highlighted concerns

The ship-generated wave field comprises the components of primary wave system, secondary wave systems
and precursor solitons. The primary wave system, comprising a bow wave, a drawdown and a stern wave,
magnifies in amplitude within confined waterways. The drawdown propagates away from the ship in the form
of a drawdown wave as exemplified in Figure 4. Remarkable deformation of the drawdown wave, comprising a
further increase in magnitude and wave breaking is reported within shallow water regions of the surrounding
waterway. The dominant secondary wave systems, generated at the bow and stern of the ship, decay in form of
short-period, oscillatory waves forming a multidirectional superposed wave field as depicted in Figure 5. They
become most critical in waterways characterized by a load climate that is not affected by high-energy wind waves.
Long-period precursor solitons are generated by fast moving ships in shallow water, operating at transcritical
conditions, and are design-relevant in coastal waterways travelled by fast ferries. The aforementioned wave
components comprised in the water level response to a sailing ship are the basis for an understanding of the
effects that are observed along embankments of confined waterways. The next section will thus address impacts
of those water motions on the associated effects on estuarine, riverine and coastal land-water interfaces.

3

Impact of ship-generated primary waves on confined waterways

The loads induced by water level elevations and currents generated by ship-induced primary waves are often
anecdotally reported to be damaging to embankments. As a consequence, these hydraulic loads are potentially
design-relevant in a large number of confined waterways frequented by large ships; these regions are mostly
estuaries, canals, rivers, or coastal areas adapted to ship traffic by dredged channels. This review hence dedicates
the next section to review the critical ship drawdown wave induced loads, as currently available in the permanent
literature. Three main themes of damaging influences can be identified that will be presented in the following.
A large number of publications, introduced in Section 3.1, is looking into the morphodynamic activity induced
by primary waves on specific sites. The second group, presented in Section 3.2, is concerned with damage to
engineering structures, an issue not studied intensively to date. As an additional novel contribution in this
work, some findings of previous research on damaging influence of primary ship waves on embankments are
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displayed; these are often only available as technical reports and supplement the summary knowledge collected
in here.
The direct environmental impact on various species living within the waterways is studied by several authors
and collated in Section 3.3. The potential impact of erosion and turbidity on environmental conditions is clearly
evident (e.g. Kucera-Hirzinger et al., 2009), but as the implications also concern other questions like bank design
as well, they are introduced separately. In addition, one source was found where a deformed primary wave has
proved fatal for a person (de Jong et al., 2013).
Due to the relatively large number of publications, the main methods and findings are summarized in form
of tables for the respective category in the associated section. Additional remarks are then given afterwards,
highlighting, for instance, magnitudes of the quantities determined. Throughout this section, the category "ship
fleet" refers to the relevant ships considered in the respective publication a priori or identified as relevant within
the conducted research. However, ships travelling a waterway are not necessarily restricted to this type of vessel.
Further, the information provided on ship types largely differs among the publications, resulting in a mixed
specification dependent on purpose and exact parameters.

3.1

Sediment suspension caused by ship waves

Table 1 shows the research that studied the effect of primary ship waves on morphological dynamics of
waterways. The reviewed publications comprise erosion processes, as well as increased turbidity induced by an
increased concentration of suspended particles as depicted by means of example in Figure 6.
For the estuarine environment of the Hillsborough Bay, FL, USA, Schoellhamer (1996) quantifies the effect
of primary waves in relation to naturally occurring wind waves. The author reports that the yearly mass of
sediment re-suspended due to primary ship waves is an order of magnitude higher compared to the mass shifted
by wind-generated waves.
A field study on the Savannah River, GA, USA, reveals that supercritical pilot boats and subcritical container
ships can both contribute to sediment re-suspension. Both types of ships have a characteristic wave pattern:
the drawdown is significant for the container ships travelling by, whereas pilot boats generate shorter waves.
The direction of the sediment transport induced by container ships is usually landwards, whereas pilot boats
induce an offshore sediment transport. At that study site, both types of ships are in operation simultaneously,
so their wave systems superimpose, requiring a combined analysis on effects induced by both types of vessels
(Houser, 2011). Measurements of three-dimensional (3D) flow velocities and suspended sediment on the Danube
river considering the activity of medium sized cruise ships highlight the impact of primary ship waves compared
to secondary waves (Fleit and Baranya, 2021). The time series of the measured quantities is analytically
decomposed into the components induced by primary and secondary waves. Even though primary wave velocities
are usually smaller compared to the secondary components, the associated unidirectional velocity leads to a
large erosion potential, while the oscillating water column of the secondary waves results in an almost zero
cumulative sum of transported sediment. Due to the complexity of the processes involved, the authors suggest
the combined use of field measurements and different numerical tools in the far and near field for future analysis.
In the Venice Lagoon, extensive field measurements correlating ship data from the Automatic Identification
System (AIS) with turbidity sensors, velocity metres, and pressure sensors reveal a strong impact of the shipping
intensity on the sediment suspension in the lagoon mud flats (Scarpa et al., 2019). The lagoon is navigated
by large ships entering the port of Marghera through a dredged channel, connecting to the Adriatic Sea. The
ship-induced drawdown waves in combination with the surrounding low-lying marshes can lead to significant
nonlinear deformation. The supposedly moderate drawdown alongside the ships is reported to magnify its
amplitude when it propagates into the shallow flats resulting in a drawdown wave of up to 2.45 m. A pronounced
vertical velocity component is measured to cause an increase of suspended particle concentration from about
30 mg/L to more than 500 mg/L. The authors of that study stress that the findings can be projected onto other
locations as similar navigation situations occur globally. In the same region, remote sensing, the employment
of historical maps and bathymetric surveys indicate a correlation of shoreline regression and ship traffic, with
an annual shoreline retreat of up to 4 m/year (Zaggia et al., 2017). It is concluded that drawdown waves are
the main reason for erosion, due to the low frequency of storm events compared to ship passages. Gelinas et al.
(2013) specifically attribute the increase of sediment concentration in the Venice Lagoon to the primary wave
of a passing ship. Due to the low water level in the surroundings, the drawdown covers a large part of the
water column, leading to flow velocities exceeding 2 ms−1 in maximal cases. The resulting turbidity measured
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Table 1: Constraints and main findings of the publications looking into erosion induced by primary waves
Author(s)

Location

Method

Waterway

Ship fleet

Damaging Component

Impact

Plate and Keil (1971)

Kiel Canal, Germany

Field data,
periments

Channel

13,000 Gross register tons

Return current

Bank erosion

Ulm et al. (2020)

Kiel Canal, Germany

Field data

Channel

Increasing in size
due to lock adaption

Return current

Ship-induced sediment transport

Schoellhamer (1996)

Hillsborough Bay,
FL, USA

Field data

Estuary, dredged
channel

Large ships (L=
100 m to 250 m ,
D = 7 m to 13 m)

Drawdown wave

Sediment
suspension

Dauphin (2000)

St. Lawrence waterway, Canada,
USA

Field data

River

Commercial traffic

[-]

Bank erosion

Gaskin et al. (2003)

St. Lawrence waterway, Canada,
USA

Experimental
data

River

[-]

Complete
ship
wave system

Bank erosion

Garel et al. (2008)

Wootton
UK

Creek,

Field data

Estuary, dredged
channel

Car ferries (L =
77 m,B=17 m, D
= 2.5 m)

Horizontal velocity

Shoreline erosion

Ravens and Thomas (2008)

Houston
channel,
USA

ship
TX,

Field data

Tidal creek, adjacent to channel

[-]

Bore-like
formation
drawdown
slope

deof
rear

Sediment
transport into creek

Davis et al. (2009)

Aransas Wildlife
Refuge, TX, USA

Field data

Tidal creeks, adjacent to estuary

Barge trains

Creek velocity increased by drawdown

Increased
bed
load
sediment
flux

Houser (2011)

Savannah
GA, USA

River,

Field data

River mouth

Container ships,
pilot boats

Horizontal
components

SSC-increase

Schroevers et al. (2011)

Scheldt-estuary,
Antwerp,
Belgium

Field data

Tidal flats adjacent, to dredged
channel

Container ships

Ship
wave
induced currents

Erosion suspected

Gelinas et al. (2013)

Venice
Italy

lagoon,

Field data

Dredged channel

Container ships,
cruise ships

Velocity of progressing wave

Increased turbidity, erosion

Zaggia et al. (2017)

Venice
Italy

lagoon,

Field data,
mote sensing

re-

Dredged channel

Container ships,
cruise ships

Progressing
drawdown
wave
assumed
from
previous
literature

Shoreline retreat

Scarpa et al. (2019)

Venice
Italy

lagoon,

Field
results
previous
surements

data,
from
mea-

Dredged channel

Container ships,
cruise ships

Vertical and horizontal
velocity
component
of
progressing wave

Channel
and
shoreline erosion

Göransson et al. (2014)

Göta Älv, Sweden

Field data, empirical equations

River

L =85 m,B = 15 m
,D = 5 m

Correlation
Drawdown

to

Increased turbidity

Larson et al. (2017)

Göta Älv, Sweden

Field data, empirical equations

River

L =85 m,B = 15 m
,D = 5 m

Correlation
Drawdown

to

Increased turbidity

Duró et al. (2020)

Meuse,
lands

Nether-

Field data

River

Class 3-ships

Currents at shallow areas due to
drawdown

Erosion at renaturalized banks

Mao and Chen (2020)

Grand
China

Canal,

Field data

Inland canal

Barges, Yachts

Correlation
drawdown

Sediment
pension

Fleit and Baranya (2021)

Danube, Hungary

Field data

River

River cruise ships

Primary
induced
currents

Ex-

flow

to

wave
offshore

re-

resus-

SSC-increase

SSC: Suspended Sediment Concentration

along with maximal velocities corresponds to a re-mobilized sediment layer of a couple of millimeters thick after
the passage of a single ship. Recently, the unusually clear water in the Venice Lagoon during the start of the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, and the associated lockdown, found its way into public media (e.g. CNN (2020)). The
analysis of satellite imagery reveals the impact of the reduced shipping traffic on the turbidity within the
lagoon, alongside with low precipitation and positive seasonal effects (Braga et al., 2020).
Schroevers et al. (2011) present measurements from the Scheldt estuary, navigated to access the port of
Antwerp, comprising quantifications of water level and current velocity at two locations 30 m and 230 m away
from the navigation channel. The results qualitatively agree to the ones from the Venice Lagoon, even though the
gauge density is not as high there. Primary waves reach a significant height of up to 0.7 m on-site and propagate
far over the surrounding flats, exhibiting larger wave heights at the gauge further inshore, presumably a result
of wave deformation processes. As a consequence, shear stresses are higher at the distant gauge, with values
of 2.5 N m−1 . Secondary wave heights are larger; however, they reduce quickly when travelling away from their
origin given the shorter duration and lower momentum. An impact on the region’s morphology is suspected,
but not further quantified.
Relatively small drawdown magnitudes are already found to have a significant impact on the erosion of unprotected banks. At the Wootton Creek, UK, field measurements of turbidity, velocity, and pressure indicate a
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significant impact of the drawdown on sediment re-suspension compared to the ship’s secondary wave system
(Garel et al., 2008). Even for a moderate drawdown of 0.13 m, an increase in the Suspended Sediment Concentration (SSC) from about 25 mg/L previous to the ship passage to 150 mg/L after its passage is recorded.
Sediment analysis suggests that displaced material originates from upper beach levels. The authors conclude
that low gradient beaches are subject to erosion as the long-period primary wave can travel to areas of a beach
usually above the high water line.
Sedimentation occurring at tidal creeks adjacent to intensively travelled waterways shows to be highly sensitive
to local conditions and constraints, particularly with respect to the effect of primary waves. Davis et al.
(2009) present field data indicating an increase in the offshore sediment transport, driven by the water level
fluctuations at the river outlet induced by ship drawdown. Ship-generated drawdown waves were found to have
a moderate magnitude of about 0.1 m but still range in the order of the tidal variations. Bed load sediment flux
doubled in connection to a drawdown wave approaching the mouth of the creek. Ravens and Thomas (2008)
report on upstream sediment transport into a tidal creek, induced by primary waves generated in the adjacent
waterway. A plug of sediment is described that completely blocked the creek, with possible severe consequences
for the drainage of the adjacent areas. It was found that primary waves break at the location, forming a bore
transporting sediment up into the creek. A bore height of up to 0.11 m was measured in a location of only 0.13 m
water depth. The opposing sediment transport direction on both sites, depending on bathymetry, primary wave
height and tidal creek discharge, highlight the need for detailed site-specific assessment of primary wave impact.

3.2

Damage to engineering structures

Navigated waterways can be protected from erosion by constructing riprap along the banks, by using dykes
to prevent damage of the surroundings resulting from flooding events, or by installing groins and training walls
along the waterway to ensure safe operation conditions. Ship-generated primary waves exert loads on these
structures, and waterway agencies and governmental bodies aim to stabilize or protect embankments within
their administrative boundaries; most often, due to the lack of adequate guidance for primary wave loading,
these design works are guided by designers’ experience and expert knowledge. There is a number of publications,
among them publicly available technical reports of case studies, reporting on observed damage and looking into
the examination of the impact on these types of structures. An overview of the different studies is given in
Table 2.
Table 2: Constraints and main findings of the publications looking into engineering structures damaged by
primary waves
Author(s)

Location

Method

Waterway

Ship fleet

Damaging
Component

Impact

Burlington shipping
channel,
Canada

Field data, numerical model

Channel

Seaway-max,
L
=
225.5 m,
B=23.7 m,
D=8.1 m

Return current

Scour
around
sheet pile walls

Elbe estuary

Field data

Dredged channel

[-]

Water level variations by drawdown

Quickly accelerated tidal gates

Elbe and Weser
estuary

Field data

Dredged channel

Large
ships

Water level variations drawdown

Quickly accelerated tidal gates

Elbe estuary

Field data, numerical
model,
experiments

Dredged channel

[-]

Currents induced
by
primary
waves,
in conjunction
with
wind waves

Rocks of riprap
embankment displaced

Elbe and Weser
estuary

Experiments, numerical model

Dredged channel

Large
ships

container

Drawdown
induced waterlevel
differences
in
groin fields

Displaced rocks
on
groins
and
training walls

Melling et al. (2019)

Elbe estuary

Field data,
periments

ex-

Dredged channel

Large
ships

container

Drawdown
induced waterlevel
differences
in
groin fields

Displaced
on groins

rocks

Melling et al. (2020)

Elbe estuary

Previous
research, monitoring

Dredged channel

Detailed
analysis, L=100 m to
400 m

Drawdown
induced waterlevel
differences
in
groin fields

Displaced
on groins

rocks

Taylor et al. (2007)

Kunz (1977)

Uliczka et al. (2009)

Ohle and Zimmermann (2003)

BAW (2018)

container

Significant scour has been observed at the piers and entrances constructed using sheet pile walls of the
Burlington shipping channel, connecting Lake Ontario to Hamilton harbour. Field measurements indicate
that near bed velocities, occurring during the passage of large ships, reach a value of up to 1.6 m s−1 , a value
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that exceeds the ones recorded at a hurricane event (Taylor et al., 2007). Equally, a study by Lojek et al.
(2021) indicates an influence of vessel operation on the sedimentation pattern around the berthing of the
Dagebüll harbor, Germany, that is hypothesized to be substantially influenced by the normal ferry service that
is connecting to the island of Föhr. The berthing in the Dagebüll harbor has a foundation consisting of closelyspaced piles on which a slab is resting, and the tidal and ship-induced flow dynamics are specifically difficult to
untangle in the geometrically complex harbor setting.
In Germany, the seaports of Bremen and Hamburg are located on estuaries, causing these waterways to be
travelled intensively and leading to high ship wave induced loads. Several unpublished reports and publications
look into damages induced on training structures alongside these estuarine waterways. In the region, storm
surge protection measures are in use, aggravating the complexity of the combined tidal, estuarine and ship
operation impacts. Small drainage channels are connected to the estuary by means of sluice gates ensuring
the draining of the typically low-lying hinterland when tidal water levels drop to levels where free surface
outflows develop. These gates operate automatically depending on the hydraulic pressure at either side of the
gates. Kunz (1977) was the first to report on rapid movement of such gates caused by primary ship waves.
The rather sudden pressure changes induced by ship-induced primary waves, compared to natural periods of
events like storm surges, lead to high acceleration and "slamming" of the gates, exceeding the design loads.
Further measurements on Elbe and Weser estuaries, including wave gauge data and gate motions, emphasize
the importance of considering ship-induced loads during gate design (Uliczka et al., 2009). The authors report
the gates to be highly sensitive to ship parameters, speed among the most relevant factors.
Displacement of the riprap protecting the embankment was observed along the Elbe estuary, leading to
further investigations on the driving factors and mechanisms causing damage (Ohle and Zimmermann, 2003).
A framework of methods, comprising field measurements of water level data throughout an entire year, numerical
modelling, experimental studies, and analytical concepts of loads and failure, led the authors to the conclusion
that a combination of wind waves and ship-generated waves are a plausible cause for the failure. The highest
measured drawdown reached a magnitude of 1.53 m. The riprap was not designed to withstand this additional
loads, resulting in partial or sometimes entire embankment failure.
In German estuaries, river training structures in form of rock groins extending into the waterway and training
walls parallel to the navigation route are used to ensure safe navigation and prevent erosion of the banks. Over
the past two decades, increased damage and displacement of rocks forming these structures has been observed,
initialising further research into damage mechanisms associated with primary wave structure interaction. Field
measurements at the Langlütjen training wall in the Weser estuary revealed water level differences of 0.6 m
either side of the wall during ship passages (BAW, 2018). Erosion of the slope facing the navigation route was
observed, caused by high velocity overflow processes of the training wall in response to the water level gradient.
Significant damage to a number of groins in the Elbe and Weser estuaries are also attributed to primary wave
induced loads. The interaction of the drawdown and stern wave with the rock groins typically results in a very
characteristic damage pattern, where the groin root - the transition region between the groin and the adjacent
bank - and the lee-side of the groin body are severely damaged. The damage mechanism includes a focussing of
wave energy in the groins’ root area and high-velocity turbulent overflow of the groin in response to a water level
gradient originating from the drawdown (Melling et al., 2020). The erosion tendency as a result of ship traffic
is thought to be moderated by the influence of the ambient tidal water level which influences the exposure of
the groin to overflow loads, though further scientific insight is still scarce. Based on an understanding of these
processes, optimised groin designs were designed on the basis of the observed damage pattern and tested in 3D
physical model tests (BAW, 2018). In addition, the new designs were also examined in a prototype study, testing
two different groin designs in the Elbe estuary where the incident primary wave loads and damage development
of the groins were monitored over several years (Melling et al., 2020). Despite improvements to the structural
stability achieved by modification of groin geometry, the importance of validated design methods for rock sizing
in response to overflow loads is noted (Melling et al., 2019).

3.3

Environmental impacts

Several mechanisms specific to primary waves are reported in the literature to be detrimental to flora and
fauna living near the embankments of waterways (see Table 3). The ecological concerns attributed to these
interactions has become an increasingly important aspect in operation, maintenance, and planning of waterways.
Adams et al. (1999) show how a water level reduction on sloped banks at rates corresponding to ship-induced
drawdown can cause young fish, typically living near the banks of Mississipi river, to remain on the dry part of
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the slope (strand) following the passage of the ship. This effect is associated with typical behaviour of different
fish species, either opposing a current or drifting with it. The highest stranding rate observed for one species
left 66 % of individuals on the dry slope. Similarly, the return currents induced by ships are reported to exceed
the swimming capacities of young fish, putting them under additional stress or causing displacement from their
natural habitat (Wolter and Arlinghaus, 2003; Wolter et al., 2004; Kucera-Hirzinger et al., 2009).
Table 3: Constraints and main findings of the publications looking into direct impact of primary waves on
species
Author(s)

Location

Method

Waterway

Ship fleet

Nile, Egypt

Field data

River

River
ships

Experiments

River

[-]

Drawdown

Fish stranding on
slopes

[-]

Literature

River

Commercial
ships

Return current

Fish washed out

Wolter et al. (2004)

Oder-HavelKanal, Germany

Field data + Analytical model return velocities

Inland channel

Commercial tows

Return current

Fish washed out
+ stressed

Kucera-Hirzinger et al. (2009)

Danube, Austria

Field data

River

Varied

Return
current
+ velocities from
other
components

Fish stressed, increased turbidity

Pearson and Skalski (2011)

Columbia
OR, USA

Field data

River

Deep-draft
sels

ves-

Drawdown

Fish stranded

Schludermann et al. (2014)

Danube, Austria

Field data

River

River cruise ship,
Cargo ship

Drawdown

Reduction of larval densities

Liedermann et al. (2014)

Danube, Austria

Field data

River

River cruise ship,
Cargo ship

Drawdown

Habitat retreat

[]

Experiments

Intertidal Marsh

unspecific

Long waves, used
to model primary
waves

Drag forces
plants

Ali et al. (1999)

Adams et al. (1999)

Wolter and Arlinghaus (2003)

Silinski et al. (2015)

Mississipi,
USA

MO,

River,

Damaging
Component
cruise

Unspecific,
correlation

Impact

only

Plants displaced

on

Plants develop specific survival strategies dependent on their habitat. Silinski et al. (2015) compare the
survival strategies of the pioneering plant species Scirpus maritimus turning mudflats into vegetated marshes.
Full scale experiments show that stress tolerance at different vegetation phases is sufficient to withstand the
short-period wave induced loads resulting from wind waves, typically occurring in the plant’s habitat. Longperiod waves, used to model drawdown waves, exceed the plants resistance against drag forces and cause plant
tissue failure. This indicates that the species’ survival and, therefore, the development of a stable marsh
vegetation in general is endangered by ship-generated primary waves.
Liedermann et al. (2014) perform measurements on the Danube river to identify critical wave components
generated by different ships acting upon river banks. The authors conclude that primary waves generated by
large and slow ships, such as bulk carriers and passenger ships, are most relevant for inducing stress on the banks.
Largest drawdowns of 0.4 m are observed on the study site. These drawdown magnitudes caused a significant
waterline retreat (of up to 35 m), on gently sloped banks, resulting in temporal habitat loss for aquatic animals.
Accompanying monitoring of larval densities on the site further highlights the determining impact of primary
ship waves at these shallow sites, especially valuable as nursery habitats for fish (Schludermann et al., 2014).
In addition, a primary wave has also been reported to cause a human fatality, a potential danger well known
in coastal communities as exemplified in Figure 7. On the Nieuwe waterway, an approach channel to the port
of Rotterdam, two anglers were swept off their feet on 25th April 2011 and pulled into the water, by a wave
generated by a passing PANAMAX container ship (de Jong et al., 2013). The shallow foreshore of the location,
established via a groin field, contributed to the steepening of the surge component of the wave, which could be
regarded as critical in this case.

3.4

Section summary and highlighted concerns

A primary conclusion of the existing literature on ship-generated waves is the large variety of the effects
of shipping activities on the built and living environment, depending on each specific site and the local traffic
patterns. The height of drawdown waves can become remarkable, like in the Venice Lagoon, but even drawdown
waves of smaller height may cause severe problems, as shown by Garel et al. (2008). Different processes associated
with primary waves are reported to be critical, encompassing return flow, currents induced by the progressing
drawdown wave, and associated water level variations. A unifying factor among all reviewed publications,
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Figure 7: The threat of ship-generated waves and
Figure 6: Shipping traffic can have a determining
impact on a waterway’s sediment transport as depicted currents is well known in coastal communities;
however, it has received relatively little attention in
here for the Kiel Canal (Source: German Federal
scientific literature (Source: German Federal
Waterways Engineering and Research Institute).
Waterways Engineering and Research Institute).
including the ones focusing on ecological concerns, is the relevance of bathymetric influences. This is reflected
within the governing impact of waterway dimension upon the magnitude of the drawdown wave. However,
equally important is the bottom interaction during wave propagation leading to wave deformation. The impact of
drawdown waves on banks and beaches of rivers and coastal waterways alike is intensified in the case of relatively
flat and shallow swept areas. Compared to other processes relevant for the design of engineering structures
and morphological stability, such as wind waves, secondary ship waves, and river discharge, primary waves
can become the critical load case, greatly exceeding naturally occurring loads. Their long period distinguish
primary waves from oscillating waves, like wind waves or secondary ship waves, forming a qualitatively new
load. The specific load parameters of drawdown waves regularly lead to failure of biological survival strategies
and established construction guidelines alike. The reviewed literature exhibits an increasing demand to better
understand, to simulate and predict the effects, and eventually plan for the primary waves as induced by ship
traffic in complex bathymetries. To that end, the next section is providing a review of and limits to the existing
prediction methods of ship waves; this knowledge and the conclusions drawn will then lastly allow for the
identification of future research needs with respect to ship-generated waves.

4

Established methods to predict ship-generated waves

The impact of ship-generated primary waves can be considerable, as highlighted in Section 3. Therefore, the
design of structures and the assessment of the morphological and ecological consequences arising from planned
modifications of waterways or a change in the shipping fleet, requires tools for predicting the associated hydrodynamic processes. Field measurements are indispensable to enhance process understanding within existing
waterways. However, they provide insufficient when it comes to predicting future loads.
Experimental, analytical and empirical methods can be useful to predict such loads. Yet, the generation and
propagation of ship-generated primary waves is highly site-specific, limiting the applicability of these methods.
Experimental methods are time-consuming and expensive, as the replication of the bathymetry of the waterway
is required. Analytical methods require several simplifications, in order to be able to find solutions. Empirical
methods rely on regression-functions to in-situ and experimental data. Such methods all have in common that
reliable results can only be obtained in relatively simple waterway geometries, like inland channels. The wide
range of parameters and the number of variables affecting the propagating drawdown waves in coastal waterways
and near-natural rivers results in inaccurate prediction of loads in complex bathymetries. Numerical methods
can overcome the issues mentioned. Nevertheless further developments are required, to obtain reliable results
at reasonable computational costs.
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To that end, the following section is dedicated to review methods to predict ship-induced primary wave action
acting on the surroundings, focusing on the advances in numerical modelling of ship waves. The abilities of
contemporary tools are highlighted and further research needs are shown. Even though experimental, analytical
and empirical methods have their limitations in predicting wave loads in spatially variable waterways, they
prove valuable for analysing conceptual relations or hydrodynamic details of the examined waterway and their
drawbacks can be moderated by combining them with numerical methods. Therefore this section starts by
briefly reviewing them as well.

4.1

Experimental, analytical and empirical methods

Experimental models allow studies with a more controlled parameter space, compared to field studies. As
propagating primary waves are largely dependent on local bathymetry, experiments are time consuming and
expensive. Experimental test campaigns to assess the impact of ship-induced loads on bed erosion, banks,
tidal gauges, and other ships were performed prior to modifying the Elbe (Uliczka and Walte, 1996) and Weser
(Uliczka and Kondziella, 2006) estuaries by dredging. The experimental set-up comprised towing tests of ships
passing through a scaled section of the respective river, including bathymetric features like groins and and
adjacent tidal creeks. The method provides detailed insights in the propagation of waves within the specific
river section. However, a choice needs to be made, which part of the river becomes subject to the more detailed
analysis, on basis of either experience or field data collection. The large amount of parameters affecting primary
wave generation and propagation complicates the adequate choice of the critical section and limit the validity
of the obtained data for the entire river. Recently, the adaptation of groins was also informed by experimental
modelling (BAW, 2018). Besides further towing tank experiments, a detailed analysis of processes occurring
during stationary and wave overtopping of scaled groins was included. This requires a large numbers of tests
to be performed, due to the number of parameters considered in the design phase of groins. The characteristic
parameters of ship-generated primary waves can to date not completely be reproduced in conceptual models
replacing the moving ship by other wave generation mechanisms. Hence, the assumed loads only partly account
for the hydrodynamic processes taking place during a full scale ship passage.
Scaled model tests in towing tanks for different geometries and different hull shapes deliver important data for
determining ship squat and resistance; they are commonly used as validation data for numerical tools. Examples
are given by (Lataire et al., 2012; Ciortan et al., 2012; Elsherbiny et al., 2019; Du et al., 2020). A commonly used
reference case is the publicly available Duisburg Testcase (DTC), representing a 14,000 TEU Post-PANAMAX
hull, developed only for validation and benchmarking purposes (Moctar et al., 2012). A common issue often
discussed amongst experimental researchers is the effect scale has on the accuracy and reliability of the results.
Scaling theory is governed by relevant force similarity, while other forces are intentionally neglected. For ship
towing tests , meaningful experimental campaigns commonly require the similitude of both Reynolds and Froude
numbers (Bertram, 2002). A review of the different scaling approaches for depicting ship-hydrodynamics has
been recently conducted by Terziev et al. (2022). Despite a careful design of the experimental test, scale
effects, resulting from additional forces not covered by the scaling approach, affect the results. The induced
errors can be partly mitigated by empirically-based extrapolation procedures. Yet, the remaining inaccuracies
along with tedious experimental procedures are often a reason to employ other methods or to combine different
methodological approaches (e.g. towing tests with CFD simulations).
Analytical frameworks for the determination of ship-waterway interaction were originally developed to quantify the ship squat. Later, the developed slender-ship approximation was also applied to determine ship wave
properties. This approach is still commonly used in numerical tools to inform flow properties at the ship’s location, some of which are introduced in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3.1. An analytical approach to quantify the squat
phenomenon in shallow water was developed by Tuck (1965), later extended to laterally confined waterways
(Tuck, 1967) and to only partially confined, dredged, channels (Beck et al., 1975). The thin-ship method of
Michell (1898) assumes the beam to be small, compared to the ship’s length. The slender-ship approximation
used by Tuck (1965) additionally assumes the relation of draft to length to be small. Based on the potential flow
theory and an asymptotic expansion, an analytical solution is found. The hydrodynamic pressure, the vertical
force, and the trim moment are obtained. Sinkage and trim can be calculated for the hydrostatic case, based
on the determined forces. A comprehensive overview of Tuck’s contributions and subsequent work is given by
Gourlay (2008, 2011). Blaauw and van der Knaap (1983) summarize the early advances of analytical squat
prediction.
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For many years, empirical equations, derived from experiments or field measurements, have been the dominating method to generalize the results and to predict drawdown induced currents and squat. Present design
guidelines for bank and bottom protection of inland waterways mainly rely on empirical equations (BAW, 2010;
CIRIA, 2007). The assumptions required for applying the existing guidelines include constant rectangular or
trapezoidal cross-sections, water-depths, and ship speeds. These assumptions are applicable to artificial inland
channels and to some extent to navigated rivers. A new equation for the diameter of armour protection units
of riprap at river embankments is presented by Kurdistani et al. (2019), including more input parameters than
previously considered within the guidelines. The authors found their equation to be applicable within a large
parameter space, but still constant ship speed and bank slope need to be assumed to apply the suggested
equation.
In addition to the equations included within guidelines, various other equations were suggested to determine
drawdown and squat, each predicting the respective underlying data sets with high accuracy. A list of these
equations, specifically designed to address drawdown, is compiled in Table 4, including the respective parameters
used for determination. Further information on the data sets used to derive the equations are described by
Almström and Larson (2020).
Table 4: Collection of publications postulating empirical equations for drawdown prediction and the required
input parameters
Author(s)

V

r

AS

AC

g

Schijf (1949)

•

•

•

•

•

Gelencser (1977)

•

•

•

Dand and White (1978)

•

•

•

•

Bhowmik et al. (1981)

•

•

•

•

Hochstein (1967)

•

•

•

•

•

Maynord (1996)

•

•

•

•

•

Kriebel and Seelig (2002)

•

CIRIA (2007)
•
V : Ship speed
AS : Ship cross-section
g: Gravitational acceleration
d: Distance ship-shoreline
T : Waterway top
CB : Ship-block coefficient

•
•

•

•

L

d

•

•

•

•
•

D

T

h

CB

•

•

•

•

•
•
r: hydraulic mean-depth
AC : Waterway cross-section
L: Ship length
D: Ship draft
h: Water-depth

The cross-sectional areas of ship AS and waterway Ac are commonly put into relation forming the channel
blockage factor S
AS
S=
.
(2)
AC
The simulation of a ship progressing through a uniform waterway using Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
for various dimensions of waterway widths and depths (see also Section 4.2.2) suggests that a coefficient like
the blockage coefficient is not sufficient to predict resistance in a confined waterway (Linde et al., 2017). The
authors conclude that separate values for width and depth restrictions need to be included. Melling et al. (2020)
suggest the use of a partial blockage factor, which includes the cross-sectional areas of ship and waterway on
each side of the midship section, thereby emphasizing the effect of a decentral sailing line of the ship and a
potentially asymmetric waterway cross-section. Field data from the Elbe estuary reveals a strong dependence
of the measured wave height to the partial blockage coefficient.
Comprehensive introductions to the variety of empirical equations for squat prediction are given by Briggs
(2006) and Briggs et al. (2010). All of the empirical formulations for drawdown and squat are limited to predict
maximal respective height and neglect the wave period, which is important for predicting the loads induced by
the propagating drawdown. Particularly for morphodynamic studies and effects on embankments the effective
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duration, which is closely coupled to the wave period, is an important parameter controlling the displaced
sediment volumes.
Almström and Larson (2020) present data from a field campaign in the Stockholm Archipelago and compared
it to the complete set of equations for predicting drawdown and the additional equations for squat prediction
given within this section. Large ships like passenger ferries and cruise ships are identified to be the most relevant
sources for primary waves in the area of interest. Their data upon passage is retrieved from AIS information
and combined with continuous water level measurements at two points. The comparison of the established
empirical equations shows that the prediction is rather poor, yielding maximal coefficients of determination of
0.48. The relatively poor agreement is explained by the dependence of the local wave characteristics on the
bathymetry. This coincides with findings from Göransson et al. (2014); Larson et al. (2017), who compared
the prediction quality of drawdown height in the Göta River with the drawdown formula of Kriebel and Seelig
(2002) and a squat formula. Based on the presented references, empirical equations can hence be considered to
be of insufficient accuracy for the design of engineering structures based on detailed load analysis, due to the
importance of local bathymetry for wave generation and propagation and the wide parameter space controlled
by the respective shipping fleet. To that end, Almström and Larson (2020) present a novel empirical approach
by introducing a site-specific regression formula, based on the relatively simple field data collection with a
stationary installed water level gauge. The obtained results yield better agreement with field-data compared to
the previously used equations.
A different approach for processing field data is presented by Luo et al. (2022). The authors present a machine
learning technique to identify ship waves from a data set of a navigation channel in a shallow estuary region
and distinguish it from wind waves. The high recognition rate of ship wakes (93.55 %) indicates the good
performance of the approach. Machine learning techniques such as the presented one contribute to an efficient
analysis of large data sets and can therefore help to ultimately develop future prediction methods.
In addition to water level elevations, currents induced by the displacement effect of ships can become relevant
during the design process. Methods to predict return flow velocities are suggested in CIRIA (2007); BAW (2010).
However, the absolute magnitude of the velocity is only one of several parameters governing the loads on the
embankments. Further determination of local velocities as a function of the (local) bathymetry is required, as the
ship-induced velocity field is spatially diverse (Maynord, 1996; BAW, 2010). In addition, empirical equations
predicting slope supply flow are presented in BAW (2010). This flow component may become relevant for
breaking stern waves of ships travelling close to the banks.

4.2

Numerical Methods

A variety of numerical methods have been developed to predict the interaction of a ship with the surrounding
confined waterway. Methods based on potential flow theory (see Section 4.2.1) or CFD methods, based on
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANSE) (see Section 4.2.2), are more commonly applied for the
quantification of ship centric attributes, such as squat and resistance. Methods to predict the phenomena are
ship centric, usually neglecting the important deformation processes governing wave parameters in the far field.
However, established methods in this field of study enable the prediction of far field waves or can be adapted to
determine the relevant processes on the far field scale as well. Therefore, most common methods for squat and
resistance prediction are also reviewed in this section. Depth-averaged methods, presented in Section 4.2.3, are
to date more common to predict ship-induced loads on the waterway.
As introduced in Section 2.5, studies to predict squat and resistance commonly assess the wave field surrounding the ship for quality evaluation of the numerical tools and to quantify wavemaking resistance. In naval
hydrodynamics, many additional questions are of interest, such as seakeeping (the motion response of a ship
to wind waves), the propeller effect, or processes in the air phase around the ship. These additional questions,
and the commonly used methods to answer them, are beyond the scope of this review. However, the interested
reader is referred to (Stern et al., 2013) for an overview of the progress in ship hydrodynamic methods over the
past 30 years.
4.2.1

Potential Flow

Potential flow theory requires several assumptions on the flow field in order to be valid and applicable to
in-situ settings. The flow is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, ultimately reducing the
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equations for the mass and momentum conservation to the Laplace equation. Turbulent energy dissipation is
neglected. The Reynolds number resulting from typical ship dimensions and speeds is large in non-confined
water, resulting in limited influence of viscous processes and the evolution of thin boundary layers. Hence,
potential flow theory has found wide application in naval hydrodynamics in deep water conditions. Boundaryelement-method (BEM) solvers, providing solutions in frequency domain, are most commonly applied to solve
the Laplace Equation in the field of wavemaking resistance prediction (Bertram, 2002).
In the following, a brief overview of the BEM, used for wavemaking prediction, is given following the standard
text book of Bertram (2002). First, the surface of the fluid is discretized using a number of panels, reducing
the dimension to a 2D problem (Zhang et al., 2020). A set of boundary conditions is introduced, including
a no-penetration condition at the water surface, the ship hull, and any additional boundaries representing
waterway restrictions. In addition, the Bernoulli-equation is imposed at the free surface in its nonlinear or
linear form. Lateral boundaries and the sea floor in the shallow water case can be included as symmetry
planes or as impermeable surfaces. Mirror images of the same strength as the original sources can represent
symmetry planes when positioned in symmetry to the original sources. This results in zero normal velocities
at the boundaries. Rankine sources are commonly applied as boundary integral equation, first suggested by
Dawson (1977). The solution procedure is repeated until a steady state solution is found. Examples of the
Rankine-panel method (not specifically for confined waterways) are found in Shahjada Tarafder and Suzuki
(2008); Härting et al. (2009); Lv et al. (2013); He and Kashiwagi (2014); Peng et al. (2014); Mucha and Moctar
(2014); Chen et al. (2016).
Alternatively to the Rankine sources, Green-Functions can be employed. Examples relying on the Green
function in the boundary integral equation are presented by Huang et al. (2013); Abbasnia and Soares (2019).
A simpler boundary condition, making use of the analytical work of Tuck (1967) introduced in Section 4.1 and
relying on the slender body approximation, is presented by Gourlay (2014) and further elaborated by Terziev
et al. (2018) for the tool ShallowFlow. In this code, the ship is included as a line of sources, imposing limitations
to the representation of the actual ship hull.
Models relying on potential flow theory cannot be used to predict viscous resistance in confined waterways,
due to the theory inherent assumptions. However, several researchers suggest methods to predict sinkage and
trim in confined waterways relying on potential flow assumptions. Results concerning sinkage are emphasized
here, regarding the close connection of sinkage and primary waves. Yao and Zou (2010) present a BEM-based
method to predict ship squat in confined waterways on the basis of Rankine Sources and an image method for the
waterway bottom. Numerical convergence could only be obtained for ships moving outside the critical regime.
Results are compared to an experimental data set of moderate confinement (S = 0.032) (Jiang, 1998), showing
only minimal deviations of predicted sinkage in the subcritical regime. A similar BEM relying on Rankine
sources is presented by McTaggart (2018). Two experimental data-sets are used for validation of confined
conditions. The increase of sinkage with increasing ship speed under subcritical conditions is predicted. For
very moderate confinement (S = 0.032), as studied by Jiang (1998), results are excellent. In case of more intense
confinement (S=0.13-0.18) , magnitudes differ by approximately 60 % compared to the reference data of Lataire
et al. (2012). Sinkage is qualitatively underpredicted by the model under all operation conditions. Gourlay
et al. (2015) compared two potential flow theory methods to several experimental data sets of container ships:
GLRankine, a BEM based on Rankine sources, and ShallowFlow. The experimental data comprises different
modern container ship hulls progressing in shallow water, aiming at squat and trim prediction. Even for
moderately confined cases, predicted midship sinkage differs up to 50% compared to the reference. For cases of
more intense confinement, ShallowFlow underpredicts sinkage throughout the entire range of Froude-numbers.
The Rankine source method is only applied to one case of moderate confinement, indicating better results. Still,
deviations of about 25 % can be observed.
Alderf et al. (2011) introduce a field method based on potential flow theory. The numerical solution method is
based on the finite elements method, accounting for unsteady squat as a function of the local bathymetry. The
reference frame is ship fixed, while the bathymetry moves relative to the ship. The effect of underwater dunes,
leading to a periodic variation of water depth and an abrupt underwater step, resulting in a sudden decrease
in water depth, are examined. Stable solutions were obtained for ship speeds up to a depth Froude-number of
Fh = 1. Varying squat in relation to depth variations could be predicted qualitatively, but due to a lack of
corresponding experimental reference data, no quantitative validation could be performed.
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4.2.2

RANS-CFD

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations describe the physical processes within a waterbody, including all
relevant nonlinearities, such as viscous effects (Zhang et al., 2020). High spatial and temporaral resolution is
required, as turbulent processes take place on a small scale (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). The publications reviewed
in the field of naval architecture rely on Reynolds-averaged parametrization of turbulent dissipation. Numerical
methods using the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are more efficient than direct numerical simulations as the required resolution of the spatial and temporal discretization is reduced. The conservation of mass
still requires a relatively high resolution, despite the recent advances in developing conservative discretization
schemes for the free surface determination (Hong et al., 2005; Vukčević et al., 2016). If no sufficiently high
resolution is chosen, numerical diffusion occurs, resulting in wave height reduction during their propagation.
Thus, the possible range of applications is limited to relatively small domains and short simulation time periods.
In the last decade, CFD codes became increasingly popular to predict hydrodynamics of a ship progressing
through a narrow waterway. Applications focus on steady state parameters of a ship progressing at uniform
speed. Domain dimensions and simulated time can remain moderate for steady cases, rendering RANSE computations feasible. Resistance and squat are most intensively studied. Water level elevation data directly on
the ship hull is regularly included in order to asses the reliability of the calculations (Lv et al., 2013). Other
parameters than squat and resistance can be quantified as well, since RANSE solvers simulate actual hydrodynamic processes in the entire domain with high precision. Such additional quantities include, for instance, waves
propagating away from their origin. Solutions are obtained in time domain, making it possible to simulate a ship
progressing through a variable bathymetry at variable speed. However, the required computational resources
are too demanding for applying them on real bathymetries and large domains like estuary regions or natural
rivers using contemporary hardware (Rodrigues et al., 2018; Bellafiore et al., 2018).
The simulations of Bechthold and Kastens (2020) are a representative example of the required resources for
a squat prediction simulation and illustrate the problems associated with questions requiring larger domains,
such as ships progressing through large varying bathymetries. The authors simulated ships progressing steadily
within a domain of 4.5 times the ship length for 400 s. Only then a steady state of the ship’s position was
reached. Simulations for this case took several days on 32 to 96 cores, according to the authors. Modelling a
real coastal bathymetry, where significant primary waves propagating into the surroundings could be observed
(see Section 3), would presumably require domains several orders of magnitude larger. Expected computation
times resulting from such a simulation renders such an approach unfeasible for determining loads induced by
various ship types. In addition, the numerical diffusion, potentially critical for CFD approaches when modelling
wave propagation over long distances, may further reduce the applicability to large domains.
Examples of the application of RANS CFD tools in open waters can be found in e.g. Ciortan et al. (2012);
Dogrul et al. (2020). Lately, promising results could be obtained by RANS CFD codes to predict hydrodynamics
of ships in confined waterways, many of them employing commercial codes. As an example, validation studies
concerning the use of CFD to predict ship hydrodynamics in confined waterways are discussed in the following.
Ji et al. (2012) study the confinement effect in a scaled waterway with sloped banks using the CFD code
ANSYS-Fluent and compare their results to experimental data. In comparison to other publications, three
wave gauges on the waterways banks at a distance of 1.2 m, 1.8 m, and 2.2 m from the ship’s sailing line are
included. The predicted drawdown on the foot of the bank deviates from the experimentally determined data
by 10.7 %. The model is later extended by including the effect of the propeller and determining the sediment
re-suspension induced by a ship in a narrow channel (Ji et al., 2014). Suspended sediment transport is modelled
using a 3D-model that correlates fluid velocity and Suspended particulate matter (SPM). Linde et al. (2017)
also used ANSYS-Fluent to assess the prediction of resistance and drawdown and compare numerical results
to results from empirical models and experiments. One finding is the importance of updating the vertical ship
position of the advancing ship in the model and, therefore, to include sinkage, in order to reliably predict
the resistance in the numerical model. In contrast to empirical equations, the resistance predictions from the
numerical simulations are within the range of uncertainty of the experimental data, given with 5 − 8 % for
resistance and 1 − 2 % for sinkage, even for cases of highly confined waterways. Maximal deviations for sinkage
are larger, yielding differences of approximately 30 %.
Tezdogan et al. (2016) use the solver Star-CCM+ to model the behaviour of the DTC-hull operating in
an asymmetric waterway at various draft and speed conditions. The results for squat prediction fall within
the range of uncertainty in the corresponding experimental data. A case study to predict ship behaviour when
navigating a conceptual model of the Suez Canal is presented by Elsherbiny et al. (2020). Numerical results from
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Star-CCM+ are compared to experiments and empirical equations. The experimental measurements of the ship
squat and the CFD results show good agreement for a generic (rectangular) and a more realistic (trapezoidal)
channel configuration. In contrast, the results from the slender-ship approximation differ from the CFD solution.
Depth Froude-numbers and associated sinkage magnitudes at the Suez Canal are low, due to speed restrictions.
Maximum measured sinkage is 3.2 mm. The authors emphasize the uncertainty of measuring sinkage below 2 mm
in experiments. Terziev et al. (2018) model the DTC-Testcase for several waterway configurations, including a
deeper trench in the middle, surrounded by shallow areas. This represents a typical real-world configurations
of dredged channels as analytically already studied by Beck et al. (1975). Qualitative agreement of the results
is shown, using empirical equations and Beck’s slender body theory, because of the absence of comparable
experimental data. The effect of variations in the bathymetry on resistance and the wave field opened by the
ship is included in a numerical study by Terziev et al. (2020), based on Star-CCM+. The modelled case comprises
a progressing ship passing over a forward facing step in the bathymetry. The simulations show a significant
increase in primary wave height when passing the step, alongside with an increase in resistance. Bechthold and
Kastens (2019) and Bechthold and Kastens (2020) further validate Star-CCM+ and illustrate its robustness
by comparing the numerical results to 69 experimental configurations, including the DTC-Testcase. Blockage
coefficients range from 0.029 to 0.1 and ship speeds range from 0.57 m s−1 to 1.3 m s−1 . It was found that squat
is predicted with deviations of less than 20 % corresponding to an absolute value of 0.33 m in prototype scale.
These deviations for extremely shallow cases are attributed to the omission of the propeller influence. A special
form of channel is studied by Huang et al. (2021). The authors examine an ice channel, generated after deploying
an ice-breaker that additionally cleans the channel from the remaining floes. Different from built channels, the
open-water ice channel is only restricted at its surface while no confinement occurs underneath the ice surface.
The results of CFD simulations with Star-CCM+ indicate secondary wave reflections within the channel and
an increase in resistance depending on channel width and ice-thickness. To date, the literature on ice-channels,
especially concerning primary waves, is limited. However, the emerging intensification of navigation activities
in the arctic oceans indicate a rising interest in studying this type of ship-waterway interaction.
Results of the CFD model ISIS-CFD for the steady solution of a ship advancing in a waterway is introduced
by Lungu (2020). No validation data is provided, but the results are in qualitative agreement with observations
in the reference data. The water surface along the ship is included, showing a strong dependence of the draft
to depth ratio for the calculation of the drawdown.
Du et al. (2020) show the effect of the confinement of a navigated waterway. The authors perform simulations
in the open source code OpenFOAM for two different shipping convoys, typically navigating in inland waterways,
and compare the numerical results to experimental data. A lateral drawdown along the hull is shown, increasing
with increasing ship draught and decreasing waterway width. The ship squat is neglected to simplify the analysis,
but secondary waves and resistance match well with the experimental reference, with an maximum error of 8 %
for the entire range of considered depth Froude-numbers.
The potential flow theory and RANSE-CFD both find wide application in the field of naval architecture.
Dependent on the required accuracy and the expectations of turbulent dissipation affecting the flow field, a
suitable approach should be chosen. With the increased availability of computational resources, more demanding
numerical approaches, based on the RANS equations, have recently gained popularity for the analysis of confined
operation conditions and deep water alike. Nonetheless the efficiency of potential flow theory based tools still
renders them valuable for early design stages and routine tasks (Noblesse et al., 2013). Several researchers
show that inviscid models can predict wavemaking resistance with sufficient accuracy for deep water conditions
(Ma et al., 2018) or within a rectangular waterway neglecting squat and trim (Abbasnia and Soares, 2019).
Kim et al. (2011) compare results from RANS CFD to an in-house BEM solver for the prediction of the wave
pattern around a ship progressing in non-confined conditions. The compared information encompasses pressure
on the hull and the water level at several longitudinal and transverse cross-sections. Employing experimental
reference data, the results show that CFD is more accurate in the vicinity of the ship, while far field waves are
more accurately predicted by the potential flow based method. The authors assume that numerical diffusion,
smoothing out gradients, is the cause of the inaccuracies of RANSE-CFD for far field predictions.
For confined waterways, the literature comparing the quality of potential flow based tools compared to
RANS-CFD is limited. Mucha and Moctar (2014) and Mucha et al. (2016) compare results from models
based on BEM to solutions from commercial RANSE-based CFD solvers. The studies investigate a container
ship progressing through a confined waterway of varying depth. All methods, including the ones based on
slender-body approximation (Tuck, 1967), predict sinkage and resistance qualitatively well for low depth Froudenumbers. The deviations between viscous, inviscid, and experimental results become more evident for increasing
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confinement and higher ship speeds, where the RANS method yield more accurate results for sinkage in both
studies. The interested reader is referred to the original manuscripts for a graphically representation of the
results from the comparative study. Maximal deviations of squat prediction, determined visually, are about
10 % for the RANSE methods, about 15 % for Rankine-Source method, and about 30 % for the slender-ship
approximation for a draft to depth-relation d/h = 1.3. Further comparison of RANS-CFD and potential flow
results is presented by Zou and Larsson (2013a), highlighting the more accurate results from viscous methods.
The discussed results highlight the advantages of RANSE for the analysis at higher confinement and Froudenumbers. Higher confinement results in close proximity of viscous layers forming at the ship and the waterway
bottom, and therefore turbulent processes are of major importance (Zeng et al., 2020). In this case, processes
within the real fluid deviate from the ones assumed when applying potential flow theory. It can be concluded that
potential flow theory based tools are suitable to efficiently predict steady state parameters of ships progressing
in deep water or moderately confined waterways. Increasing confinement results in a rise of viscous effects,
leading to less accurate results in these cases. Viscous methods based on RANSE predict ship squat more
accurately in confined waterways. In addition, viscous resistance of ships can only be predicted by high-fidelity
tools, therefore achieving a more complete quantification of ship hydrodynamics. An additional drawback of
many suggested potential flow methods is that BEM solvers seek results in the frequency domain. This makes
BEM unsuitable for predicting far field waves of ships progressing through varying bathymetries, due to the
unsteady nature of the involved processes.
Finally, regarding the modelling of the interaction between ship-induced waves and river banks, Fleit et al.
(2016, 2019) employ the finite difference based RANSE tool REEF3D::CFD (Wang et al., 2020a). The authors
focus on the determination of hydrodynamic loads acting on river banks, necessary for the quantification of
the environmental impact of ship traffic on species living or breeding on the banks. The studies rely on
experimental input of the water elevation caused by passing ships to provide adequate boundary conditions for
a reliable analysis. The littoral zone is reproduced in a numerical wave tank, representing a 2D-slice model
of the sloped bank. The measured wave spectra are used as boundary condition for the generation of irregular
wave trains in the CFD model. With this input given, shoaling and wave-breaking along the river bank are
modelled. The spectral information at the stations on the slope shows a qualitative good agreement between
CFD and measured data, even though the maximal amount of total kinetic energy is overestimated by the
numerical model. The authors conclude that CFD computations prove to be a reliable tool in reproducing the
ship-induced wave run-up on the embankments.
4.2.3

Depth-averaged numerical methods

The reduction of the dimensions of a domain greatly accelerates the computational solution procedures and,
therefore, allows the calculation of larger domains and longer simulation times. Several numerical models are
presented that are based on depth-averaged equations, either in form of the Boussinesq equations or the Shallowwater-equations (SWE), for predicting loads induced by waves propagating away from the ship generating them.
4.2.3.1

Boussinesq equations

The underlying concept of the Boussinesq equations is in the following described in accordance with a text
of Madsen and Schäfer (1999). The vertical information is conserved by replacing the depth coordinate by
a polynomial approximation describing the vertical flow field. The application of the equations is limited by
nonlinearity, describing the relation of amplitude to water depth, h, and their dispersion, characterized by the
relation of wave amplitude to wave length, L. While it was initially required that both quantities were small,
some effort has been dedicated to overcome these limitations. Adapted equations were developed that allow
the application in a wide range of water depths while maintaining dispersion characteristics and taking into
account nonlinear effects. Consequently, these equations allowed to predict transformation processes of wind
waves, such as shoaling and refraction. Commonly, the limits of applicability of the specific approximation is
given in terms of kh, where k is the wave number k = 2π
L . Madsen and Schäfer (1999) report on a number of
kh = 6 as a threshold for the application of the Boussinesq equations. The numerical treatment of the equations
is challenging, due to the inclusion of higher order derivatives and mixed time space derivatives (Jeschke et al.,
2017).
Jiang et al. (2002) employ a slender-ship approximation in the near field, while making use of a Boussinesq
type model for the propagation of waves in the far field, as proposed by Chen and Sharma (1995) in use of the
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Kadomtsev-Petviashvili-equations. The slender-ship approximation results in local values for the velocity and
the water level, used as boundary condition along the ship center line. These values depend on ship dimensions
and the blockage coefficient. Results are computed and compared to an experimental data set for a fast ferry
operating at supercritical and subcritical conditions in three different waterways. The waterways comprise a
trapezoidal one, a rectangular one, and one corresponding to a dredged navigation channel. The domain length
is large, including 17.5 times the ship length. Results are increasingly well predicted with growing distance from
the navigation line.
Dam et al. (2008) use the same approach and compare the predicted results with field data sets from ships
sailing in a confined river. Water level data from wave gauges positioned above sloped banks in relatively
shallow water are used for comparison. The ships passing by are relatively small (Length: 26 m and 24 m). As a
result, the wave field is dominated by secondary waves, instead of primary ones. The maximal secondary wave
heights are predicted reasonably by the model, but the time series of water level elevation differs significantly.
An alternative approach for representing a moving ship in a Boussinesq type model is presented by Torsvik
et al. (2009). The authors use a pressure disturbance imposed at the free surface of the Boussinesq model
COULWAVE (Liu and Wu, 2004) to study waves generated by a transcritical ship progressing through a dredged
channel. The wave amplitude is sensitive to the waterway geometry and ship speed, but no detailed assessment
of the validity of the approach is performed. Ersan and Beji (2013) present a detailed comparison of results
obtained from a Boussinesq model, based on Beji and Nadaoka (1996), with analytical results. Two different
pressure terms are used for ship wave generation. One is a simple hemisphere, the other one corresponds to
the shape of a slender body. Results are compared with regard to the prediction of the Havelock angle, which
yields good results with an average deviation of 6 % for subcritical Froude-numbers.
Another model making use of a pressure term for predicting ship waves is presented by David et al. (2017).
The Boussinesq Ocean and Surf Zone (BOSZ) model by Roeber and Cheung (2012) is extended by a pressure
term representing a moving ship. The model is able to reproduce the speed dependent Havelock angle correctly.
Furthermore, its practical relevance is showcased, comparing the numerical results to data obtained from a ship
navigating through the port of Hamburg. The results are in good agreement, but since the ship is small, no
significant primary wave is included in the time series.
Similarly, Rodrigues et al. (2018) show results for the adapted Boussinesq type code FUNWAVE of Nascimento et al. (2009), making use of the pressure term and comparing the results to data from experimental
measurements, comprising wave gauges at various distances from the sailing line in a rectangular channel. The
ship operates in a velocity range between 0.8 < F r < 1.2. The results show that the decay of the maximum
wave height along the gauges is predicted accurately. El Safty and Marsooli (2020) employ the FUNWAVE code
to study erosion in a shallow salt marsh region in Jamaica Bay, NY, USA, showing the practical applicability of
the approach. Field measurements of wave spectra are performed for model evaluation. AIS data later indicates
that the generated wave trains originate from a tugboat. Its dimensions are therefore used as input in the
subsequent numerical simulations. The simulations reveal the importance of the frequency of the ships passages
for erosion; however, due to the dimensions of the ship, primary waves were not in the focus of the assessment.
Forlini et al. (2021) address the problem of different time scales included in the determination of the impact of
ship waves on a waterway. The authors suggest to combine numerical simulations with statistical approaches,
allowing to identify the long-term effects of the wave climate. Numerical simulations are used to determine
characteristic wave patterns of various ship-types, yielding the input to subsequent multivariate stochastic analysis. In the study it is verified that FUNWAVE covers a sufficiently large range of parameters. Results indicate
that there are limitations for small and slow ships, due to the restrictions of Boussinesq-models to replicate
the dispersion characteristics. However, the ship wakes, determining the morphological activity including the
drawdown, are accurately depicted by the numerical model.
A different method to include a moving ship in a Boussinesq type model with the aim to predict far field
waves is presented by Morioka et al. (2020). The method consists of superposed Gaussian pulses representing
the various wave frequency components resulting from the surface disturbance by the ship. The optimal configuration of each component is determined by an initial calibration data set, consisting of wave gauge data in
reaction to a passing ship. Compared to results from experiments, the model shows good prediction accuracy
and robustness for wave characteristics. Primary waves are not included, but the authors suggest the use of an
own set of Green’s functions within the Gaussian pulse for future inclusion in the model. A post-Boussinesq
model presented by Samaras and Karambas (2021), making use of the slender-body pressure approximation by
Ersan and Beji (2013), can predict the analytical Havelock angle correctly. Further, the numerical results agree
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with an additional experimental data set from a towing tank. Results of a ship entering a harbor basin show
qualitatively plausible results including the reflections from harbour breakwaters.
The presented studies on Boussinesq type models show promising results in representing ship waves by the
relatively simple numerical extension of an additional pressure field. However, the literature is limited to
relatively small ships often sailing in the transcritical regime. Recent data (Forlini et al., 2021) indicates a good
performance of Boussinesq models for the range of parameters of large sea-going ships. Yet, further validation
with data from field and towing tanks experiments is required to examine if the shallow-water deformation
processes are also replicated.
4.2.3.2

Shallow-water-equations (SWE)

Similarly to the Boussinesq theory based tools, the SWE also provide the possibility to study the effect of
ship waves on a larger scale, while being efficient and taking into account the influence of the bathymetry. The
underlying assumption is that the vertical length scale is small compared to the horizontal one. This assumption
holds for primary ship waves, considering the large relative primary wave length (Gharbi et al., 2010). The wave
length dependent dispersion relation is not necessarily included in the equations, in contrast to the Boussinesq
equations. This may become problematic when considering rapidly varying bathymetries or waves of small
length (Jeschke et al., 2017). Including a non-hydrostatic pressure gradient in the vertical profile allows to
capture the dispersion relation numerically (Jeschke et al., 2017). This simpler assumption make the SWE
more suitable for advanced numerical implementations, such as high order discretization schemes compared to
Boussinesq equations (Wang et al., 2020b). In the literature, several examples are given where models based on
SWE are successfully applied and are shown to reproduce measured time series dominated by primary waves
well.
Stockstill and Berger (2001) present a hydrostatic shallow water model aiming towards the prediction of drawdown induced currents in off channel regions. The ship is included via a surface pressure term moving through
the domain. Validation shows a very good match at various measurement locations of the Mississippi river.
This model is later denoted HIVEL2D (Maynord, 2004). The additional validation for HIVEL2D presented by
Maynord (2004), comparing numerical results to field data, shows very good agreement with field data from
the Sabine Neches Waterway for a deep draft ship. Deviations of the water level are less then 20 %. The time
series used for validation exhibits a pronounced deformation in form of a steep rear slope of the drawdown
wave as presented in Section 2.2. This is well predicted by the numerical model. Further data showcasing the
capabilities of the model is presented by Maynord (2003). Hammack et al. (2008) present a modified version
of the methods of HIVEL2D, based on the same assumptions but computationally more efficient, introducing
mesh adaptation abilities. Comparison to field data shows a good prediction for wave gauges positioned within
a complex bathymetry along the Mississippi river.
Another model making use of a moving pressure field boundary and the SWE named SGH (Ship-generated
hydrodynamics) is presented by Macdonald (2003). The wave field is decomposed in secondary and primary
components, each computed separately from each other. Wetting and drying of cells due to the variations in
water level is accounted for by a dynamic adaptation of the boundary conditions. Compared to field data from
a tanker passage in the Corpus Christi Channel an excellent match for the drawdown prediction is presented for
a realistic hull shape. Results are presented merely graphically, but virtually no difference between predicted
and measured magnitude of 0.55 m is observed. Gharbi et al. (2010) present extended validation data for the
tool SGH with a field data set collected in the St. Lawrence waterway. The data show favourable agreement
for the passage of two different container ships with a respective length of 245 m and 295 m at two different
wave gauge locations. The initial drawdown is predicted satisfactorily in period and height for most ships and
gauges. However, an over-prediction of drawdown height of up to 50 % can be seen at one gauge.
Ship-generated waves can be included via a local increase in the term describing the atmospheric pressure
(de Jong et al., 2013) within the open source model Xbeach. The software solves the nonlinear shallow-waterequation, either under hydrostatic pressure assumption or under non-hydrostatic, then requiring several vertical
layers. The accuracy in capturing the structural shape of the hull depends on the resolution of the computational
grid. Results are compared to validation data from an experiment of a ship passing an underwater slope adjacent
to an extremely shallow water area (Lataire et al., 2009). Three wave gauges are included along the slope. A
comparison with the reference data set shows that the code is capable of predicting primary wave characteristics
precisely. Steepening of the drawdown rear slope is observed in the experiments and predicted by the numerical
model. A more detailed validation was performed by Almström et al. (2021) on basis of field data from the
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Stockholm Archipelago. Within the complex bathymetry of this waterway a good agreement of the measured and
numerically determined primary-wave height and period could be obtained, characterized by a mean absolute
error of 3 cm and 6 s, respectively.
Delft3D is another model relying on the shallow-water-equation that can be used to study primary ship waves
(Lesser et al., 2004). Here, the ship is again included via a pressure term corresponding to the local draft of
the ship (Zhou et al., 2013). Comparison with the experimental data set of Lataire et al. (2009) shows that the
water level is well captured, regarding the primary wave system. Within the qualitatively presented results, no
significant deviations between the experimental and numerical results can be observed. The model is highly
sensitive to the choice of the horizontal eddy viscosity, necessitating the choice of a high value, almost completely
dampening the secondary waves.
Parnell et al. (2015) and Rodin et al. (2015) model the primary wave propagating over the flats at Venice
lagoon using the fully nonlinear SWE in one dimension. The aim is to predict the deformation observed at the
site, as mentioned in Section 2.2. The initial drawdown was induced by a negative Gaussian pulse, determined
on the basis of a field data set. Comparison to field data suggests that the approach describes the introduced
deformation processes qualitatively well. The model does not account for wetting and drying of cells, resulting
in poor prediction when these phenomena are observed in the field data-set. Bellafiore et al. (2018) equally
use a SWE tool to model wave propagation of the primary wave over the flats in the same region. The initial
water level drawdown is calculated by a CFD code solving the RANSE in the nearfield of the ship. The CFD
code is coupled to a SWE tool, further predicting the wave deformation. The field data set used for validation
comprises various water level gauges on a 1650 m long transect orthogonal to the sailing line. The water level
time series adjacent to the channel, as well as wave attenuation taking place during the propagation over the
flats, are predicted within the confidence interval at most gauge locations.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Future tasks
Future challenges
Developments in the shipping fleet

Despite the ever growing dimensions of sea-going container ships in the past, it can not be assumed that this
trend can be extrapolated into the future. The main driver of the increasing ship capacity was a reduction of
cost per container (Cullinane and Khanna, 1999). Building costs, as well as the relative crew cost and operation
cost for powering and maintenance, on a per container basis were decreasing with enlarged ships. On the other
hand, the required infrastructure at ports, technical constraints in ship building, and external risks like natural
hazards accumulating within single ships limit the economical benefit of ever increasing ship sizes (Lian et al.,
2019). The combined risks of mega ship operation and the vulnerability of international trade, dependent on
bottleneck waterways, lately became evident when the Suez Canal was blocked by a wedged container ship
(BBC, 2021). Still, the number of input variables affecting the optimal ship size render a prediction of future
ship sizes difficult (Cullinane and Khanna, 1999).
More than twenty years ago an optimal size of 8000 TEU was predicted by Cullinane and Khanna (1999), a
threshold greatly exceeded nowadays. A more recent publication predicts an optimal size of 18,000 to 20,000
TEU, if port costs are considered in the assumptions (Lian et al., 2019). This value is already exceeded by present
day largest ships (Marine Insight, 2021). Experience from the past development of ship dimensions suggests
that a further increase in transport capacity would rather result in larger ship beams, than further increase in
draft or length (Garrido et al., 2020). Park and Suh (2019) stress the need for adapting port infrastructure if
the past growth of container ships is extrapolated into the future. The main reasons are that present-day cranes
could reach their capacity limit and waiting times for adequate berthing areas increase with increasing vessel
dimensions. . Lian et al. (2019) note that the competition among container ship ports leads to an adaptation
of infrastructure not completely reflected within the prices charged for shipping companies. An upper bound
of ship size corresponding to a capacity of 26,000 to 30,000 TEU is identified, resulting from the extrapolation
of freight demands. It can be summarized that the global trend of increasing ship dimensions might have not
yet reached its peak. A survey among experts on the shipping industry concludes that further development of
container ship size mainly depends on the development of infrastructure comprising port infrastructure, and
port accessibility within the next 20 years (Gomez Paz et al., 2015).
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Alongside with the global development of ship sizes, local adaptation measures are taking place in order to
allow the ships, currently in operation, to enter ports restricted in their accessibility to date. As a consequence,
the Elbe estuary for example is currently subject to dredging activities, making the port of Hamburg accessible
to ships with a draft up to 14.5 m (WSV, 2021a). Similar adaptation works of access channels are also realized at
Charleston Harbour (South Carolina Ports Authority, 2021), New York/New Jersey Harbour (U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, 2019), or Jacksonville Harbour (Jacksonville Port Authority, 2021). The adaptation of the Panama
Canal locks to accommodate larger ships, formerly a bottleneck on ship sizes, intensified the demand for deep
draft harbours (Park et al., 2020). Further remarks on future dredging projects improving port accessibility
focusing on southeastern United States are given by Carse and Lewis (2020). The authors highlight the need
for an interdisciplinary evaluation of the balance of economical impact and environmental and social costs that
come with dredging projects.
The deepening of waterways leads to a reduction of primary wave height, if the dimensions of ships navigating
on them remains constant, as the blockage coefficient is reduced. However, it can be anticipated that increasingly
large ships will use the adapted waterways. This results in higher blockage and reduced distance to the shoreline,
known to intensify wave loads by ship-generated wakes. In addition to maximum vessel size at a specific port,
navigation frequency of large ships accessing ports is increasing (Stastistisches Bundesamt, 2018; UNCTAD,
2020). This results in higher frequency of primary wave induced loads, contributing to damage of estuarine
infrastructure.
In addition, further adaptations of port accessibility do not only focus on enabling larger ships to enter a port
but also to cater for the densification of traffic intensity, illustrated by means of example in Figure 8. Currently
ongoing adaptation measures to access the port of Hamburg include the construction of an encountering zone
where ships with a cumulative width of 104 m can encounter (WSV, 2021b). Even though not intensely studied
to date, it is known that squat magnitudes increase when ships encounter in confined waterways, due to the
further acceleration of return flows associated with higher blockage coefficients (Gourlay, 2009; Briggs et al.,
2010). On this basis, it can be concluded that drawdown waves equally increase in their amplitude in case
of ship encounter. The propagation of this superposition of drawdown waves generated by two ships into the
waterway remains a topic of further research.
Summarizing the findings of this section it can be concluded that, despite the uncertainty in predicting the
future development of maritime freight traffic, several indicators suggest that primary wave induced loads are
likely to continue intensifying on coastal waterways in a mid term future. The presumed increasing size of
ships travelling through confined waters and higher traffic intensity, resulting in more frequent occurrence of
drawdown waves, are the main drivers for the expected development. In addition, ship encounters can be
anticipated to become more frequent, potentially leading to larger superimposed drawdown wave heights.
5.1.2

Environmentally friendly bank protection measures

Environmentally friendly bank protection measures, replacing traditional riprap, are known to be beneficial for
waterways in terms of the chemical attributes of water quality compared to classic technical solutions (Symmank
et al., 2020). They may serve as one component in the overall restoration of rivers and estuaries along with
the removal of barriers and the generation of structural areas serving as habitats within waterways (Feld et al.,
2011). However, regardless of the generally beneficial effect of nature-based solutions, they should be carefully
chosen for each specific site to provide the largest possible benefit (Palmer et al., 2005). It was highlighted in
Section 3 that ship-generated primary waves exert remarkable loads on confined waterways, warranting solid
engineering knowledge to assure safe and stable design solutions.
Removing embankment protection measures at the Meuse River, in order to contribute to the ecological value
of the river by allowing erosion, amplifies the effect of primary waves on river bank erosion (Duró et al., 2020).
At the site, an almost horizontal terrace of locally occurring sand is setting in next to the navigated channel,
below the water surface. As primary waves were found to propagate over the local terrace, they are decisive
for plant growth and the shape of the terrace. Floods are found to erode upper banks, where erosion intensity
is mainly controlled by protective plant growth. This relation highlights the complex cascading effects ship
waves can have. It was further shown that such gently sloping terraces may even have an adverse effect on
biologic diversity, as these areas and the species living within experience high velocities due to ship drawdown
(Liedermann et al., 2014; Schludermann et al., 2014).
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Several measures to dampen ship waves were already tested. The construction of tidal fences, composed of
recycled Christmas trees, in an estuarine region of the Mississipi River reduces wave energy, including ship
wave components, by about 50 % and is, therefore, considered beneficial for restricting erosion at the site
(Boumans et al., 1997). Brush bundles were observed to efficiently damp secondary waves generated by boats
in an estuarine environment (Ellis et al., 2002). Several different strategies of dampening recreational boat
generated waves and reduce induced erosion within an estuarine environment are presented by Herbert et al.
(2018). A measure, tested to overcome primary wave induced erosion in a navigated river, consists of wooden
piles, positioned at cut banks. This strategy intends to provide a sheltered area, allowing plant growth behind,
introducing a second layer of wave damping mechanisms, while, at the same time, providing a valuable habitat.
Field measurements have been performed at the river Lys, Belgium, to determine the effect of ship waves on
banks protected by this type of installation. The comparison of the water level time series for gauges in front
and behind the construction indicates no significant reduction resulting from the piles. The steepening of the
drawdown’s rear slope, characteristic to ship-generated drawdown waves, is observed at this site as well (de Roo
and Troch, 2013). An analysis of bank retreat over 1 year, for banks with and without protection at river Lys,
did not suggest any positive impact with regard to ship wave induced loads (de Roo and Troch, 2015). The
installation of fascines and live willow revetments on banks subject to intensive primary wave loads, but already
partly protected by a rock training dam, within the Elbe estuary suggest promising effect on erosion stability
at the site (Gätje et al., 2018). A large variety of further measures introduced at the German estuaries are
compiled in (BAW, 2020), typically carried out in lower load settings. However, examples from banks along
the main shipping routes (e.g. Elbe, Weser) show that bio-engineered structures can indeed be applied along
heavily trafficked waterways. Little rigorous analysis regarding long-term stability of these structures has been
carried out to date though. Yet, experience suggests that the maintenance effort can be considerably higher
than rock structures.
The shipping fleet travelling a waterway determines the intensity of local loads, rendering the inclusion
of ship-induced effects necessary in the design of nature-based solutions. Introducing nature-based solutions
might be beneficial from a perspective of the waterway’s maintenance for navigation and its ecological value
alike, considering the damaging effects of primary waves on unprotected banks and habitats, as highlighted
in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. The flexibility and possibilities to combine several nature-based solutions, provides
a promising perspective to enhance the stability of waterways against ship-induced loads and to increase the
ecological value of waterways. However, it can be assumed that nature-based solutions themselves are prone to
damage caused by ship-induced primary waves, such as in the severe impact showcased in Section 3. Design
guidelines for nature-based solutions for the embankments of inland waterways are already elaborated on by
Söhngen et al. (2018) and include ship-induced loads. However, the authors emphasize the relatively narrow
parameter space studied and the neglection of measures in front of the banks to dampen wave energy before
load is induced on the revetments.
In coastal waterways, naturally induced loads arising from exposition to wind-generated waves, tides and storm
surges result in higher stress acting upon the embankments. The conjunction of natural loads with additionally
occurring remarkable ship-induced loads suggests more complex impact on coastal shoreline stability in response
to wave interaction of various origin. Few scientific data exists on the impact of ecological engineering measures
on the long-term stability of the banks they protect. Present-day solutions are to some extent based on practical
experience, rather than exact quantification of the interrelation of loads and embankment stability.
Thus, further research is required allowing the detailed prediction of ship-generated wave characteristics to
determine the loads on innovative revetments, allowing a detailed assessment of their capabilities and limitations.
This involves studying nature-based solutions in the load climate of coastal waterways as exemplified in Figure 9
and to assess further measures for dampening wave energy in inland waterways.
5.1.3

Future research questions resulting from-ship waves and their superposition with ambient
conditions

It is known that the environmental conditions during the navigation influence the impact of ship waves. In
tidal waterways, the water level varies with the tides or possible storm surges. While a determining effect of
tidal water level was already found for the hydrodynamic loading on groynes (Melling et al., 2019) and tidal
gates (Uliczka et al., 2009), it is reasoned that it can be similarly relevant for loading on other structures. Thus,
this interrelation between water level and ship-induced loads requires further research. In addition, sea level
rise will further modify estuary hydrodynamics and thus change the ambient conditions during navigation. The
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Figure 8: Traffic intensification leads to a high
frequency in ship-generated wave loading, as well as
the superposition of effects from encountering or
overtaking ships as shown here for the Kiel Canal.
(Source: German Federal Waterways Engineering and
Research Institute).

Figure 9: Nature based erosion defences like this
gabion-filled wooden stake piling and brushwood
mattresses need to withstand ship-induced loading.
(Source: German Federal Waterways Engineering and
Research Institute).

resulting effect - regarding the location of the still water-level or the altered waterway cross-sections for instance
- could further challenge the existing methods for ship-induced wave prediction. Prognostic methods for the
future sea level exist (e.g. Fox-Kemper et al. (2021)). Yet, methods need to be found that combine different
scenarios for future sea-level rise with prediction methods for ship-induced loads.
For inland waterways, changing flow regimes may similarly cause interdependencies between the current water
level and the ship-induced loading. The water level not only depends on the hydrological discharge regime but is
further influenced by anthropogenic river control structures, such as dams and hydropower plants. In addition
to their influence on the water level, these measures affect the sediment balance of rivers, ultimately affecting
river cross-sections. It was already intensively discussed that bathymetric attributes influence the propagation
of ship-generated waves. Hence, the determination of ship-induced loads with respect to the position of a given
study site relative to river control structures requires further research, that should also consider the temporal
evolution of the sediment balance.
Both types of waterways, inland and tidal ones, are subject to currents of different origin. For wind waves it
is known, that the superposition of waves and currents, lead to a cascade of complex effects, including a change
of wave kinematics (Hashemi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2022). For ship waves, this interrelation was not studied
yet, but in the future this should equally be a subject of research.

5.2

Opportunities arising from advances in depth-averaged phase-resolved numerical wave modelling

In the following, some remarks are given on how advances from numerical modelling techniques can contribute to help to solve the future challenges noted in Section 5.1. Depth-averaged models, based on either the
Boussinesq equations or SWE, are subject to continued development, yielding more accurate and efficient codes.
The inclusion of ship structures via a pressure term, as widely applied for the depth-averaged methods (see
Section 4.2.3), provides the ability to include ships via a relatively simple adaptation of the code. Therefore,
recent improvements of this type of numerical models are summarized in the following paragraphs, irrespective
of whether the generation of ship waves is already included in the respective code.
Brocchini (2013) summarizes the advances of the developments of Boussinesq equations for practical purposes
in coastal engineering. The application range of the models based on Boussinesq equation and SWE converges to
each other, due to the latest advances in modelling. Boussinesq equations, known to be precise for the prediction
of processes on a coastal scale, are being improved in terms of computational efficiency. The more efficient SWE
tools are being improved in terms of their description of actual wave physics by adding nonlinear terms to
the governing set of equations. Boussinesq equations collapse into shallow-water-equations when dispersion
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characteristics are neglected (Jeschke et al., 2017). On the other hand, the inclusion of non-hydrostatic pressure
approximation in SWE tools results in the additional inclusion of dispersion characteristics of the solution
(Jeschke et al., 2017).
Advances in tools relying on SWE comprise the use of a multi layer approach and non-hydrostatic pressure
assumption, as presented by Stelling and Zijlema (2003); Jeschke et al. (2017). Further increase in efficiency
is obtained by vertically splitting the domain into a hydrostatic and a non-hydrostatic layer, yielding a tool
capable of wave prediction in shallow and intermediate water depths (de Ridder et al., 2021). The simpler
mathematical description of vertical flow components within SWE compared to Boussinesq equations can further
be compensated introducing high order numerical discretization schemes (Wang et al., 2020b). Further advances
include the modelling of parametric wave breaking (Smit et al., 2013) and the introduction of unstructured
meshes within a non-hydrostatic solver (Zijlema, 2020).
Similarly, parallelization was also introduced to Boussinesq type models, yielding a more efficient simulation
tool (Shi et al., 2012). Solving the Boussinesq equations on multiple Graphics Processing Units (GPU) is further
reported to contribute to the efficiency of Boussinesq tools (Yuan et al., 2020). Comparison of a Boussinesq
and a SWE tool shows that the results of solitary wave run up on a slope almost identical, if no wave breaking
is expected (Liang et al., 2013).
Furthermore, coupling between numerical models of different accuracy and dynamically adaptive meshing
(Beisiegel et al., 2020) has proved to be efficient by shifting the computational demand only into the regions
where high accuracy is required. Coupling might either be done in the form of one-way coupling, ensuring
information exchange just from one model to the other. Bi-directional, or two-way, coupling pursues a mutual
exchange between both models involved. Examples for coupling potential flow theory based codes in the far
field with RANSE solvers for the near field are given in Biausser et al. (2004); Lu et al. (2016); Paulsen et al.
(2014); Vukcevic (2016); Li et al. (2018, 2019); Choi (2019); Musiedlak et al. (2020).
Di Paolo et al. (2020) suggest to couple one and two dimensional domains in RANSE solvers. Other variations
of numerical coupling are given by Verbrugghe et al. (2018), coupling a potential flow based model to Smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH), by Janßen et al. (2010) for coupling a potential flow based model to a particle
based Lattice-Boltzman method, and by Mintgen (2018) for coupling a SWE tool to a 3D RANSE solver. As
introduced in Section 4, Bellafiore et al. (2018) suggested to couple a CFD code to a SWE code. Due to the
disparate needs regarding the computational domain for predicting the far field propagation of ship-generated
drawdown waves and locally required accuracy, such coupling schemes appear to be promising methods to
address future challenges.
The balance of provided accuracy and relative efficiency of numerical tools based on Boussinesq equations
or SWE allows the calculation of phase-resolved wave propagation on a relatively large scale of real coastal,
estuarine or river bathymetries. Ship-generated primary waves are known to deform during their propagation.
Therefore, the inclusion of local bathymetric influences is indispensable to accurately predict primary wave
induced loads on a specific location at the coast. In shallow areas of river banks the deformation processes are
known to cause breaking of the drawdown rear slope. Furthermore, vertical velocity components are identified,
resulting from primary waves in very shallow water. The interaction of the drawdown wave with rough structures like riprap and rock structures like groins, can be expected to include turbulent interaction processes.
Furthermore, waves approaching banks are known to cause complex current conditions, including opposing
currents at different vertical layers of the water-column (Elsayed et al., 2022). Due to the model limitations,
such vertically in-homogeneous or turbulent processes can not be replicated by a depth-averaged model. High
fidelity models based on RANSE can likely predict the mentioned three-dimensional turbulent processes (Fleit
et al., 2016, 2019).
Hence, a coupled approach relying on a depth-averaged model coupled to a CFD-code is expected to be
able to predict the relevant process cascade with the required level of detail. Primary wave-generation and
wave propagation over a complex bathymetry can be simulated using the depth-averaged model. Where threedimensional processes are expected to be of relevant magnitude, further simulations performed with a CFD
code can provide sufficient accuracy for load prediction. The resulting site-specific hydrodynamic data of local
velocities and pressure is highly spatially resolved and may therefore be used to answer questions regarding
structural stability, morphodynamics, and ecological concerns alike. The limited guidance for the design of
engineering structures subject to primary wave loads can be complemented by bathymetric-sensitive numerical
models in order to predict the effect of design decisions.
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6

Conclusions

This review work has focused on long-period, primary waves originating from ships and vessels sailing in
confined water, highlighting the need to conduct further research into this neglected aspect of river and estuary
engineering. On the basis of the comprehensive literature review of the loads and effects of these long waves,
our work has outlined the relevance of primary-waves compared to other ship-generated wave systems. The
following conclusions, with respect to the topic at hand, can be drawn and future research demands be outlined:
• Large ships progressing through confined waterways generate long-period drawdown waves of significant,
often design-relevant magnitude. While the generation of primary waves is considered in the design of
embankment protection measures of inland waterways, the impact of drawdown waves in larger coastal
waterways remain largely neglected. Key publications suggest that the induced loads are already considerably impacting morphology, structures and ecologic habitats. Confinement is an attribute defined by the
relative dimensions of ship and waterway. With growing ship dimensions waterways previously considered
to exhibit only moderate confinement, now become subject to intense primary wave loads. Sea-going ships’
size can be assumed to increase in a midterm future, presumably resulting in more intense drawdown wave
generation and thus loading on the surrounding waterway. Hence, ship-induced loads need to be routinely
considered when making design decisions on waterways subject to marine traffic.
• Adding ecological value to waterways often includes establishing shallow areas at river banks, replacing
riprap with innovative nature-based revetments or installing additional layers of wave-dampening measures. Improving the ecological value of embankments along rivers and estuaries is a decadal challenge
that will have to be given much consideration, and therefore, guidance and engineering knowledge will
become key to a successful transition. Given these more complex bathymetric features, ship-generated
drawdown waves deform substantially during their propagation analogous to the effects observed in coastal
waterways. The loads induced by a propagating drawdown wave can hence be expected to vary largely at
different locations of the waterway, dependent on the stage of wave transformation within the bathymetry
surrounding a ship. Hence, methods are required that are able to predict drawdown wave characteristics,
spatially-resolved to be able to determine the resulting local loads. Besides providing input data for the
structural design, this information might further be beneficial for quantifying the impact on local plants
and animals, sparking research on management strategies to reduce the ecological impact of shipping
traffic in both coastal and inland waterways.
• Different from the assumed cross-sections in empirical equations and existing design guidelines for waterway embankment design, rivers and coastal waterways can only partly be described by the assumption
of a constant cross-section. Consequently, the guidance needs to be updated to account for the complex
deformation processes during drawdown wave propagation in non-constant waterway cross-sections of inland waterways. Further, the larger dimensions of ships and waterways make the development of specific
guidelines for coastal waterway design in response to ship-induced loads necessary, based upon existing
design standards for inland waterways. In addition, structural elements of waterways such as groins subject to overtopping are not covered sufficiently by present day guidelines. Experimental tests allowed for
the adaption of groin design for one specific site. The adapted geometry is found to withstand the new
loads induced by the present-day navigation fleet. Yet, the development of design guidance based on
these findings is required, for designing groins at varying locations, subject to loads induced by a different
navigation fleet. Furthermore, in addition to structural stability, the provision of ecologic benefit is of
increasing importance. Hence, this aspect needs consideration while developing design criteria, putting
nature-based revetment solution into the focus of future research.
• Empirical and analytical approaches are not fully suitable to include the multivariate input data arising
from complex bathymetries in sufficient detail. Therefore they are limited to modified waterways, or
require site-specific input data from experimental data or field measurements. In the past, depth-averaged
numerical methods proved successful in predicting drawdown wave propagation in real-world bathymetries.
In addition, in the last decade computational efficiency and accuracy of SWE-models has been further
improved, allowing a precise phase-resolved wave simulation of kilometer-scale spatial domains. However,
the inherent assumptions limit the application to highly spatially resolved processes taking place on
waterway banks. This drawback can be overcome by coupling a depth-averaged model to a RANSE-CFD
code, computationally too demanding to apply it to the entire domain, detailing the 3D-processes on a
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small scale. Information exchange between the models can be established by implementing a one-waycoupling. Exploiting the advances in numerical modelling in such a way can help defining the required
design guidelines for structures within coastal waterways and natural or renaturalized inland waterways
alike.
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